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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Problem* A Coauamiity Faees Chang«>-The notion that
oosuaunitles may differ in degree of "ohange-pronenese"^ is a
fruitful hypothesis for the student Interested in examining
certain theories about sooial change* This is relevant to
Southern oommunities for many theories have bean postulated
with respect to how change takes place in the Southern region*
In the South* today* there are at least two kinds of economic
developments which deserve the attention of sooial scientists*
(l) there is the problem which Involves the labor supply* lack
of industry, availability of raw materials* out-migration, de¬
pletion of soil, diversification of agricultural activity and
products, and absentee ownership of faras* To some* the South
is a virgin territory, awaiting development! an area rich in
opportunity for the exploitation of imaginative and sound
leadership! and (2) there is the problem of relations between
management and labor which includes the changing role of Ne~
groes in work situations* For example, when a textile mill is
planned for a community, the oruoial questions of management
^See Earl L* Eoos, Families in Troubl§» (New York, 19i|.6),
p, 10| Reuben Hill, Families Under Stresst^AdJustment to the
Crises of War Separailon and Reunion* ('s'ew tork, 1^49)* pp*
l97> jl'/* ?22 ana Willard Waller, ^he Family* A Dymamio Inter-
h^itation. New York, 1951)* PP* ^59-462 for a discussion of
"trouble-proneness" and "crlsis-proneness" in the family*
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beoomet Can we get enough women to operate the nuiohlnesT Can
we employ both Negro and white women? What polloy should guide
the employment of Negroes in general? What changes are indi¬
cated in industrial management?
Description is a fundamental and perhaps the initial phase
of operation in the study of any sooiety* This study of a
Southern community raises Important questions which lay at the
basis of the overall effort. Among these aret What are the
nature and mechanisms of social change? What devices are there
for the measurement of social change? What is the function of
social institutions in determining the direction and pace of
soolal change? Does industry in the community presage change
in social relations? Do the vested interests and changes in
the approach of business to the market accurately indicate the
direction of social change?
This is a descriptive study of a small contemporary South¬
ern town on the threshold of revolutionary change as a result
of the eonversion of the general area, of which it (the town)
is a part, into a major industrial region. It is a study of
the customs and values which regulate the ways of both whites
and Negroes and their relationships to each other, and also to
the larger society. This is not a study of soolal change per
se, but rather an attempt to describe people and analyse a
sooiety in transition. In other words, this is a study of >>
1
human interaction in Eddyville, South Carolina during the
pseudonym. Ssi Reuben Hill and others, *Bddyvllle*s
Familiest A Study of Personal and Family Adjustments Subsequent
to the Rapid Urbanisation of a Southern Town” (Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, Institute for Research in Social Science, 1933)*
p. 1. (Mimeographed).
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initial stages of a period of transition*
A huge industrial plant has been located in the vicinity
of Sddyrille* The Housing and Home Finance Agency gives the
following description of the plant and what it signified!
On November 28« 1950» the Atomic Energy Commission
announced that approximately 3^5 square miles of land
in South Carolina would be evacuated of all inhabitants*
and would be the site of a new atomic energy plant* *•*
S* I* du Pont de Nemours and Company under contract to
the ASC would build one of the largest industrial in¬
stallations the world has known* It was estimated that
the oonstruotlon of the plant would require some 3^*000
workers-- a figure recently revised upward beyond ii.5»000
— and would ultimately employ an operating force of
some 6*000 persons - now placed at 7*000* These figures
do not reflect the many additional thousands who would
be expected to come as families of the construction
force* as workers building new housing and as new trades
and service people with their families* Estimates of
the total population influx have run as high as 130*000
people to be distributed over a 13'**oounty area in South
Carolina and Georgia*^
The processes of evacuation of the area Involved the de¬
struction of approximately a half dosen communities* The two
largest population concentrations — Ellenton and Dunbarton*
South Carolina — were 7^4-6 262 persons* respectively*
Moreover* about fifteen hundred families or six thousand per-
2
sons had to be relocated* These dislocated families* as well
as the tens of thousands of people who came from every section
of the United States for employment had to be absorbed into
the life of the surviving communities* The people who had to
^Housing and Home Finance Agenoyt Development of Guides
for Urbanisation in Rural Areas Affected by building of




be relocated wanted new farms and non-indust rial employment • as
well as adequate housing and other facilities and serwices*
Because the new workers who migrated to the area were already
employed} they were seeking education for their children* hous¬
ing* sanitation* transportation* recreation* and other services
that a social order must provide*
The Atomic Energy Commission’s announcement and the ac¬
tivities that took place later provided new conditions to which
life in this small community had to adjust* Within two years
after the Atomic Energy Commission’s announcement* Eddyville
had undergone sueh tremendous social change that the old resi¬
dents were beginning to feel uncomfortable* For example* there
was so much traffic that policemen had to learn how to direct
automobiles and pedestrians in order to reduce the frequent
snarls on the narrow streets which were not intended in the
beginning for rapid mass travel* In this period, automatic
traffic lights were installed in the town for the first time
and the older residents would make special trips to the center
of the town and view the new gadgets with mixed emotions*
Changes in the Physical Setting of the Comaunity*--Figures
1 and 2 are designed to show graphically the layout of the com¬
munity as it was in 1930 prior to the spatial changes which
occurred in the community after that date* Figure 1 indicates
the areas that were undeveloped in 1930* but which were marked
for development in anticipation of rapid expansion of the com¬
munity* Figure 2 shows the spatial changes which occurred in
the town between 1930 and June of 1933* It indicates the amount
T
Mmk
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of build-up whioh ooourred in the physioal layout of the town
and whether or not the build-up is of temporary or permanent
nature*^
Pour general items are presented in figure 2* The blaek
seotions represent built-up areas of Eddywille in 1930* i&~
eluding homes* business sites* and schools* The heavy shaded
areas show expansion for permanent uses between 1930 and 1933*
Signifloantly* one of the first things that the town fathers
did in the face of impending change was to extend the limits
of the town* The old and new town limits are indicated by
circles drawn at one and two mile radiuses on the figure* The
permanent growth is represented largely in the construction of
new homes smd the development of several large housing sub¬
divisions* The new roads in the town whioh are pictured in the
figure were largely built to sei've these new housing areas.
The temporary installations include barracks that were built to
accommodate single men who came to the area to work at the
plant* and a twelve hundred unit trailer city* In 1930* the
built-up area of Eddyville showed about 370 acres of land in
urban use (land not used for farming or other primary industries)*
By the spring of 1933* urban land use areas had risen to ap¬
proximately 723 acres* an increase of ninety-five per cent*
The foregoing suggests the nature of the changes that came
to Eddyville in connection with the activities of the erection
^Cf** Reuben Hill and others* op* oit* These data and many
of those which follow are in large part adopted and adapted from
this work* The present writer was associated with the study.
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of the huge atomic energy plant* There are other indices of
change which can be used to record and tell the story of a town
in the grips of sudden growth* There was the boom of popula¬
tion* Within the 1950 town limits* the population increased
from 2*005 to 6*920* an increase of 325 cent* With the ex¬
tension of the town limits* the population reached 10*114.9*
overall increase of '^1^2 per cent* All of this took place be¬
tween the time of the 1950 census of the United States Popula¬
tion and the end of 1952*
Accruing from the growth in population were pressures on
the schools* housing* water* sewage disposal facilities* and
proteotive services (police* police equipment* fire fighters*
and fire fighting equipment)* The town officials applied for
and received several grants from the Federal Government* A
grant of |987*000 was made for the expansion and improvement
of the town* 8 water and sewage facilities* Another grant of
|603*075 xras made for the erection of temporary and permanent
school facilities and structures* A third grant was made in
the amount of 179*000 for the expansion and improvement of the
town's protective services*
The desire for space for homes and businesses has another
facet which is reflected in the rather large increase in land
values as measured in dollars* A record of three different
land transfers in the town gives clues to this story* One par¬
cel of land sold in 1948 for one thousand dollars and was sold
again in 1952 for five thousand dollars* showing a four hundred
per cent increase in dollar value* The third piece of land
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•old in 1951 for 1560.98 par acre and was aold again in the
winter of 1952 for 17,012.50 per acre. This was an inorease
of 1,150 per oent in dollar value.
Purpoae.— The ohief aima of this deaoriptive analysis
aret (l) to deserihe the historical haokground and the oon-
temporary social life of Sddyville} (2) to indicate the es¬
sential features of the people and their institutions who are
Ih social transition; and, (3) to analyse the reaotions of the
population to social ohange.
In this conneotion, Hylan Lewis has discussed social change
in the contemporary southern Negro community. He suggests a
number of fruitful propositions about social change in the com¬
munity 1
The features conventionally set forth as producing or
oharaoterising the "transitional South" - industrialisa¬
tion, urbanisation, significant demographic ohange, pene¬
tration of mass communication media, expansion of the
market, liberalisation of the franchise and political
participation, improvement of facilities for public school
education, heightened sensitivity to the rest of the
world - are not Southern developments or by-products, as
such; nor are they new. They are for the most part old
or long incipient trends and forces of our times, cata¬
lysed into dramatic acuteness and intimacy for the South
by World War II and postwar happenings. Uniquely, South¬
ern, and then only in terms of a specific locale and
history, are the responses of the people of a region
marked in the recent past by relative conservatism, in¬
ertia, and lag-reinforced by and reinforcing rural-
oriented custom and social structure. What is signifi¬
cantly new for both Negroes and whites is the quality of
the awareness, and to a larger degree the acceptance, of
change. This new orientation with respect to ohange it¬
self is a true and in many respects a controlling inno¬
vation in the ways and thinking of Negroes and whites in
the contemporary South. ...^
^Hylan Lewis, "Innovations and Trends in the Contemporary
Southern Community," The Journal of Social Issues, X (No. 1,
1954), 19-20.
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In the beginning* it was postulated that long established
oommunity patterns would be subjected to strain by the intro¬
duction of technological change* and that such changes neces¬
sarily would make for modification in the social system* ICore-
ower* the ways of life that had been practiced ower a period of
time would not be applicable for the new situations* On the
other hand* it was hypothecated that the social system of Eddy-
rille would exhibit some adaptability sufficient to produce new
elements in the ooamunity for meeting new situations* In brief*
this descriptive study affords the opportunity of viewing at
first hand a changing social system and the responses of the
dominant and minority groups to these changes* More concretely*
this investigation seeks to describe some of the effects of the
introduction of a large industrial plant into the experience of
a small oommunity which* as a trading center for a rural agri¬
cultural center* had bean relatively Isolated* folk-like* and
homogeneous*
Methodology and Approach*— The investigator arrived in
Eddyville on January 18* 19^2* to join a team of two other field
workers} he remained in the oommunity as field worker and full¬
time resident until June* 1953* Eddyville had been selected
for Intensive study with reference to the impact of industri¬
alisation on its way of life* The study was slated to proceed
towards developing an understanding of the manner in which eom-
munity ways accept and absorb social change* The expressed
roles in the field revolved about participant observation on
the larger study* of aiding in the collection and analysis of
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daiia relevant to the interdependenoe of Negro and white fami-
liee* and the differential impaet of industrial activity on
these significant population groupings* It was felt that an
experimentally derived community role would permit the broadest
possible understanding of oommunity life*
The techniques of oolleoting data included participant
observation* distribution of questionnaires among a panel of
families* oonduoting of guided interviews with these families*
and interviews with strategically plaoed members of the oom¬
munity. There was also the examination of census reports*
newspapers* jail records* and other personal documents. It was
felt that the accumulation of these data would yield knowledge
and insights concerning the community's family-life* These data
would also give the bases of the common patterns of consensus
and the shared austivities in the daily life of the community*
Field Techniques*— The process of establishing one*s self
as a participator and an uninhibited observer of the life of a
small town is both difficult and ehallenging* The writer
wanted to participate deliberately in community activities*
while at the same time maintaining an objective and sophisti¬
cated position for observing community processes* The research
leads of the Lynds and members of their staff in ''Hiddletown"
were suggestive of an approach* in thatt
Uembers of the staff lived in apartments or in rooms
in private households* In every way possible they shared
the life of the oity* making friends and assuming local
ties and obligations as would any other residents of
Middletown*^
3>Robert 3* Lynd and Helen M* Lynd* Middletownt A Study in
Contemporary American Culture (New York* 1929), p* 506.
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Just prior to the investigator*s entrance into the com¬
munity, Uosell Hill and Hylan Lewie of the Atlanta University
Sociology Faculty made a reconnaissance trip to the community
and made available their impressions for use in the development
of a tenable and realistic community rolei they also provided
field notes for deriving researchable hypotheses* The Uni¬
versity of North Carolina, the sponsoring Institution, intro¬
duced the field wcrkers to the community with letters, "To Whmm
It May Concern*" It was never necessary to use the letter for
tnis study*
Upon entrance into the community, living quarters were
secured in the home of a widow school teacher, whose house af¬
forded privacy, and at the same time helped to keep down any
community stigma; it was acceptable to all segments of the Negro
population* Upon becoming secure for quarters, it was rela¬
tively easy to move freely about the town with the vise of
meeting people and getting to know them* In the early period
of the study, direct questions were avoided, the effort being
to "grow on the people" and lose marks of strangeness that
always set one apart from the indigenous population* Much time
was spent in finding out "what was going on" in the town in an
unobtrusive manner* The residents of the town asked many
questions which were readily answered*
What are you doing hereT Do you work for the plant?
Who pays you off? How long will you be here? Are you
married? Do you have to make reports to anybody? What
are you trying to find out? What will we get out of
talking to you if we talk? Do you know something about
the plant that wo don’t know? What are your working
hours? Where do you do your work?
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In order to avoid some of the initial shook the project
was discussed in detail with the landlady who indicated im¬
mediately that she had no hostilities toward the research pro¬
ject | she promised to help in whatever ways she could* Later*
the high sehool principal (also local undertaker and hereafter
referred to as the "principal-undertaker” or Mr* Jensen) and
the local Negro physician (to be referred to later as Dr* Thomas)
were interviewed} each said that he was willing to aid in any
way that he could in the conduct of the study*
Upon meeting other members of the community* it was felt
that more should be said than merely that the investigator was
a member of a team of researchers who had come to town to study
the impact of industrialisation on Eddyville* In fact* it was
felt that it would be appropriate to indicate association with
whites* Consequently* Information about pcurtioipation and as¬
sociation with a team of white workers was never volunteered*
Some residents of the community indicated that they did
not know "what to make of activities which paid a man and per¬
mitted him to move around freely without restriction or regular
hours*" They expected people to fit in a role definition which
would be predictable* For example*
A man should be married or he should utilise every
opportunity to associate with members of the opposite sex*
He should have a job which is so regular that he is well-
paid or a job which is so dependent on the vicissitudes
of the weather and/or the market that he is perpetually
in trouble* A man should not be free of these mundane
troubles which hcund every son of Adam*
Recognising this local situation* the writer set about
constructing a performance role in the community that would be
aeo«ptable to the town dwellers and which at the same time
would permit oireulation throughout the town and participation
in any and all aetivities which would accumulate data relative
to the ways of the townsfolk* Therefore, rather than talk
about researoh when asked about the study, he talked about learn¬
ing to live with people in these troublesome times* For instance,
Teraarks such as given below were usedt
I have come here to live with you and to share with
you the problems which all of us face* Colleges and uni¬
versities have the job of teaching young people how to
live in this modern world which is so full of change that
the only thing of which we can be certain is that tomorrov
somehow will be different* This means that new techniques
of living have to be developed* But, these new techniques
have to be related to real people and the real ways that
they have used to solve the problems they have* Eddyville
and her people present such a situation in the making*
Millions of people are now reading about Eddyville
and what is happening here* The town is well known*
Tens of thousands of people have come to the town and are
now making it their home* These people are being absorbed
into the life of Eddyville* This is the making of what
we could call adjustment* This is what I have come here
to watch* I want to watch the town absorb these people
and see how Eddyville will have changed when it is done.*
The University of North Carolina has seen fit to
make it possible for me to study the community as it
changes* My salary and expenses are paid by the Uni¬
versity* I shall need your counsel and guidance during
the time that I shall spend in your community*
The first few months of the investigator's field study
were spent in locating and identifying places and people which
could give Insight into the style of life of Eddyville* No
rigid schedule was followed* The writer was open to suggestions
from any of the residents of the community* He went into the
taverns and pool parlors and drank beer and other beverages and
watched the games along with the habitues* He played card games
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(bid whist was the town favorite) in the taverns and in the
homes of several of the younger school teachers* He went to
the churches and talked to the worshippers and the ministers
and anyone who exhibited an inclination to talk* Often, he
would be invited to assist the deacons in ’'taking up the col-
lection*" Always, he was asked to say a word as a visitor*
Sometimes, he would be asked to teach a Sunday School class,
and once, he offered the invocation during a devotional service*
He visited the schools and talked to the principals, teachers,
and pupils* He attended the meetings of the Parent-T eachers
Association and talked to the members. He was permitted to
plug in his wire recorder and record the action of some of those
meetings. He attended the funerals of deceased persons in the
community* The writer was especially careful not to press
people with questions about the community and its residents;
rather, he let impressions and knowledge of the situation "seep"
into his awareness* He made no notes, beyond the jotting down
of a name or an address, in the presence of community residents.
He was always ready to listen*
After a time, the investigator began to talk cautiously
about the study to certain people in the community, who by
virtue of their functions had pertinent information* There
were four such people whom the writer discovered could and
would share with him their intimate knowledge of the community*s
ways* These people were active in the community in ways in
which necessitated that they be aware of the various nuances
that develop among community dwellers as they go about
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satisfying their needs through partioipation in the sooiai sys¬
tem* The following paragraphs summarise the major oontaots
that the investigator had with key people*
The local physician was the first person whom the writer
approached and asked for aid* The physician agreed to tell the
writer anything that ha wanted to know*
My family has been in this community for over ninety
years and I probably know more about these people than
anyone living* I was born here, don't you know, and I
have been practicing medicine in Eddyvllle around forty
years* I have waited on someone in every home in town,
white and colored, at one time or another* I am usually
called on to head any of these civic projects which re¬
quire the participation of both groups* Young man, I am
a plain spoken man, so that I don't ever get into any of
this mess that they have up around here from time to
time* These people will cooperate with me in most things*
The physician, like many other Eddyvillians, wanted to know
what the atomic energy plant would mean for Negroes*
The second person who regularly and extensively talked to
the investigator was the principal-undertaker* This man knew
that the writer was in town and staying at the home of the
teacher, so that when the writer was passing the school on his
second day in town, he came out of the school and hailed the
writer and introduced himself* His conversation went immediately
into a discussion of the atomio energy plant and what it would
mean to the community* The trend of his remarks, during that
first contact, was as follows*
I've been here almost twenty-five years and this is
one of the best things that has ever happened to Eddyville*




It is a good ohano® for these ‘niggers’ to get something
in their poolcets« but they aren’t taking advantage of
the opportunities. They are making this big money but
they aren’t doing anything with it but buying more liquor
and ’cutting more fobl***^
This man had some feeling for research and was favorably
disposed toward helping the writer* not so much because of
what the town could get out of it as for what he might bo able
to gain personally. All in all. ho was helpful, though there
were elements of controversy in his community status. Hany of
the Negroes in the community talked about the principal-under¬
taker in a manner which suggested that he was not to be trusted
in things which had to do with the relations between the Negroes
and whites in the community.
Many of the Negroes felt that the principal-undertaker was
an "Uncle Tom" in his dealings with the white people of the
oommunity. His undertaking establishment was widely believed
to have been backed by white ownership. He owned two automobiles,
a large custom-built oar and a light weight, late model station
wagon. He rarely drove the large ear. except to funerals. This
was taken to indicate that the white backers of the funeral
business forbade him to use the large oar because only white
people used oars like that for personal activity. This man
knew that there were Negroes who viseed him in this light, and
he would talk about the difficulty of his position to the in¬
vestigator. He showed the investigator bills of sale and
registration certificates on the oars and the business liioenses
Interview with Mr. Jensen (Bddyville, South Carolina.
January 20, 1952).
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mads out in his name to prove that he was not backed by anyone*
At the same time, he often talked about his autonomy with re¬
spect to his assoolations with white people in the community.
He would say» **! tell these buokra where to get off* they know
that I don*t play** He indicated that the white people viewed
him as a competent school administrator and depended upon him
to help them out in the administration of the white schools
through advice* Due to the fact that he was principal of the
public school for Negroes* he took the position that political
action was out of his line.
The third person with whom the investigator developed con¬
tact of a lasting nature was the shoemaker* This young man had
been in the community for about three years prior to the in¬
vestigator's entrance* He had come to the town to take over a
shoe shop when the shop had been left unmanned upon the death
of the previous operator* The physician had encouraged this
young man to come to Eddyville and take over the shop* Also*
the physician had oo-signed a note on the machinery* stock* and
supplies needed to get the business into operation for the
young man*
It was felt that this young man made an ideal Informant
for while he had been in the community long enough to have
learned many of the ways of the people and to have heard laany
of the tales about community background; he had not been there
so long that he had loyalties or inhibitions that prevented him
from talking about things or oven running down the origin of
some behavior or community pattern* Further* his conduct had
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been suoh that he was free to go anywhere in the oommunity re>
gardless of its respectability or laok of respeotability in
oommunity sentiment* This was admirable for the investigator's
purposes* for this young man would take him into situations of
which hb knew nothing or oould not get into without an intro-
dttotion or a sponsor* The shoemaker's most important oontri-
bution to the research was in his willingness to ride with the
investigator all over the county*
The fourth informant and key person was the investigator's
landlady who was a school teacher and native of the oommunity.
Her father and mother had come to Eddyville as slaves* Her
father had been a wadding gift to an Bddyville white couple who
needed a blacksmith to round out their retinue of plantation
hands* She grew up in the oommunity and has never been out of
it except for short visits* She admitted to fifty-five years
of age* while some of her intimates often said that she was
well over sixty years old* She was very active and often men¬
tioned that she was never sick* This lady* unlike the men* was
not often willing to talk about what she called the ugly things .
in the oommunity, especially when asked directly about something*
Sometimes, she would forget and then she would say, "these are
my friends" or, "I grow up with this person and I don't think
it's nice to talk about things like that*" Consequently, the
investigator rarely asked this lady a direct question but would
permit her to talk about her experiences uninterrupted* This
she did often and with great detail* Sometimes* she would
direct the investigator to other people in the oommunity to get
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Information on soma particular point* This lady had a tra-
mandous stora of information about the Interrelations among the
Negro and white people of the community; particularly those
which pointed to familial relationships*
There were other informants who would answer the investi¬
gator* s questions* However* the four mentioned and discussed
above were more or less constant throughout the eighteen months
that were spent in the community* There was a second under¬
taker in the town* who was a new-comer* but who had been reared
in the adjoining county in a town only fifteen miles away from
Eddyville* This man and his wife often provided the investi¬
gator with leads* Then* there were the children and the old
people who would talk to the investigator* The habitues of the
taverns and pool rooms talked and provided insight without being
conscious that they did so* They merely lived out their lives
and engaged in their normal routine in association with the in¬
vestigator as they had done before the study was launched* They
talked naturally and unguardedly as the investigator mingled
with them* buying a drink here and being offered a drink there*
talking about the fellow who got arrested for drunken driving
or speeding or the "hard* employer who wanted every hour of work
that he paid for before he paid* There were homes in which the
investigator was privileged to call and visit unannounced but
neighborly like after the fashion of the natives of Eddyville*
The foregoing describes the nature of the contacts that
were made in the processes of participating in the life of
Eddyville* The Investigator's role was carved out of his
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aotlTitles as a person who was usually around when something
was "going on»" He attempted to make himself as unobtrusive
as possible while avoiding being left on the outside without an
opportunity to participate and share in the experiences of
Bddyville people* A situation was aocomplished which in the
end made it natural for him to take part in community life and
to be anywhere in the community where an insightful event might
ooour* He drove his ear in the funeral processions* He would
take old ladies to church* He was Invited to crown the queens
of the Hay Day festival at two of the high schools in Eddy
County during the last month of the tour* He served as master
of ceremonies at a youth night program at the "status" church*
He recorded the services in both the "status" ohuroh and the
"low* ohuroh* Whenever the "boys" got together* he could be
sure that he was welcome to share in the drinking of the "stump
juice* bearing a fair portion of the expense*
The fact that the writer is recognisable as a Negro im¬
posed somewhat on his role in the community with reference to
his association with the other members of the team of research¬
ers* In order to avoid being labelled "TJnole Tom* and there¬
fore dangerous to the Negroes in the community* the team avoided
meeting each other in town throughout the year and a half tour*
The team held its meetings in another town across the
state line some forty miles away from Bddyville* The investi¬
gator stayed in the community consistently and constantly over
the study period in order to maintain secure contacts* mutual
feelings of relationship* and ties with the natives of Bddyville.
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In summary* the data for this study were gathered primarily
through participant observation* but in addition to the sys**
tematlo field notes aooumulated* other materials for the study
consist of offloial and unofficial personal doouments* responses
of a sample population to three separate schedules* newspaper
reports* wire recordings of such community activities as church
meetings* political speeches* home parties* teen-age canteen
activities* et cetera.
Related Studies•-* In recent years* many students of social
science* particularly social anthropologists* have made in¬
tensive studies of various types of ooBununlties for the purpose
of describing* classifying* and analysing social and cultural
life* This interest in the social life of the modern community
represents what Redfleld views as a shift *••• from a considera¬
tion of culture in the total sense to the study of particular
cultures or societies**^ This study of Eddyville is related to
these trends in social science* It is limited to the descrip¬
tion of one community; and it relies upon the methodological
procedure of learning social patterns by living in the com¬
munity and attempting to systematise field experiences into
meaningful scientific propositions.
Some of the outstanding sociological and anthropological
inquiries into the social and cultural life of people as they
live in communities are summarised below; the emphasis being
upon abstracting from them similarities and differences in
1 ..
Robert Redfleld, "Societies and Cultures as Natural Sys¬
tems*” (Preprint)* The Journal of the Royal Anthropological
Institute of Great ^itain an^ Ireland* LXXXY* l^arts I and II*(j'anuary-Deoember* 1955)» l9»*
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me'bhodologies and hypothases for the purpose of seeing just
where this study of Bddyville fits into the fund of knowledge
that is being developed In social soienoe about oonununity
systems•
In 1929* Rosert 3. and Helen U* Lynd published the results
of what Clark Wissler has called •«. .anj^ioneer attempt to deal
with a sample Amerioem community after the manner of social
anthropology.*^ To Wissler* Middletown was ••..an experiment
not only in method* but in a new field* the social anthropology
2
of contemporary life.*
The Lynds themselves wrotet
It is a commonplace thing to say that an outstanding
characteristic of the ways of living of any people at any
given time is that they are in process of change* the
rate and direction of change depending upon proximity
to strong centers of cultural diffusion* the appearance
of new Inventions* migrations* and other factors which
alter the process. We are coming to realise* moreover*
that we today are probably living in one of the eras of
greatest rapidity of change in the history of human in¬
stitutions. New tools and techniques are being developed
with stupendous celerity* while in the wake of these
technical developments increasingly frequent and strong
culture waves sweep over us from without* drenching us
with material and non-material habits of other centers.
In the face of such a situation it would be a serious
defect toomlt this deveilopmental aspect from study of
contemporary life.*
If the Lynds had an hypothesis* it was that human com¬
munities ehange* In 1923* they completed a field tour during
which they had built a quantity of data extending back from
Clark Wissler* "Foreword** in Robert S. Lynd and Helen M.
Lynd* Middletownt A Study in Contemporary American Culture*
(Now York* 19^9)» P« Vi*
^Ibid.
Robert S. Lynd and Helen H. Lynd* op. cit.* p. 5»
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1923 to 1890* This had been neoessary tot
present a dynaalo, functional study of the contemporary
life of this specific American community in the light of
the trends of changing behavior observable in it during
the last thirty-five years*^
In 1935 » Robert S* Lynd returned to "Middletown" with the
notion that the community had changed* He observed thatt
Since 1925 the city of 36*500 has grown under the
prodigal hand of prosperity to almost 50*000 and has
experienced momentous impetus to social change* During
the greater part of these twn years it has not been
primarily the familiar concomitants of growing sise and
of the further mechanisation of its industrial processes
that have forced the pace of social change* The major
impetus has come* rather* from events outside the control
of this immediate local culture* resulting in the shock
of sharp and sudden institutional breakdown* This type
of situation is one of the most emphatic invitations to
social change which a culture can experience*
During the thirties* W* Lloyd Warner and his associates
began the now famous "Ysuikee City* series* resulting in some
eight reports of life in a Now England town* The "Yankee City*
community had been chosen from among many alternative areas
because ****the problems of the factory workers within a whole
social context and the total community itself could be examined
5
in all their interrelations*" Moreover* Warner and his as¬
sociates were aware of the prevalence and sources of change in
the human community* They states
^'Ibid** p* 6*
^Robert 3* Lynd and Helen M* Lynd* Middletown in Transi¬
tions A Study in Cultural Conflicts (New York* 1937)* P* 3«
hf, Lib yd Warner and Paul 3* Lunt* The Social Life of a
Modem Community (New Haven* 19Ul)» p* is-*
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We wanted a group which had not undergone such rapid
social change that the disruptive factors would be more
Important than those which maintained a balanced grouping
of the members of the society*
The Davises and the Gardners* a Negro and white couple*
went into "Old City" in Mississippi during the thirties for the
purpose of Investigating "•••every Negro^white relationship
from both sides of the society* so as to avoid a limited "white
2
view" or a limited "Negro view*"
In "A Methodological Note*" for a volume on a Negro urban
community in a northern city* W* Lloyd Warner writes* in reference
to the oaste-like status system of the South* "•••our society is
a changing one* it is clear that this system must change too*"^
The Lynds*^ W* Lloyd Warner and his associates*^ and the
Davises and Gardners^ are credited with leading and stimulating
the fruitful study of total contemporary communities* Warner
has indicated that after his studies of Australian aboriginal
7
society* he wanted to apply his methodology to the modern
^Ibld** p* 38.
p
Allison Davis* Burleigh B* Gardner and Mary R* Gardner*
Deeo Souths A Social Anthropological Study of Caste and Class
(Chicago* 1941)* p* viii*
3
W* Lloyd Warner* "A Methodological Note*" in Horace R*
Cayton and St* Clair Drake* Black Metropolis (London* I9I4.6)*
p. 775.
Robert S* Lynd and Helen M* Lynd* op* eit»
^* Lloyd Warner and Paul S* Lund* op* oit*
6
Allison Davis* Burleigh B* Gardner and Mary R* Gardner*
op* oit*
^W• Lloyd Warner* A Black Civilizations A Social Study o
an Australian Tribe (New York* 1937)*
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oontemporary American community, "•••using the same technique
I had employed among the Australian aborigines*" Since the
inoeption of the "Middletown," "Yankee City," and "Old City"
researches, numerous other contemporary American communities
have been studied employing the methods suggested by the Lynds
and refined by Warner and his associates*
There are other studies that are related to this study of
Bddyville* The relatedness of these studies arises out of the
notion that specific characteristics of the human community can
be fully understood only when the total web of community re¬
lationships is revealed* The present study of Bddyville re¬
presents another attempt to present a study of the relations
of the Negro to the total social system of an erstwhile small
Southern community*
Reuben Hill and his associates in the Institute for Re¬
search in Social Science utilised the total community study and
multldisoiplinary approach in their effort to study personal
and family adjustments subsequent to the rapid urbanisation of
Bddyville.^
Hylan Lewis has studied Negroes in a bi-raoial community
of the Piedmont South* Concerning this perceptive study, John
Gill in states I
Hylan Lewis has written a unique book* It is an
intimate account of Negro life in the South "from the
inside*" Although the anecdotal aspects of the narra¬
tive make fascinating reading, Lewis has nevertheless
^W* Lloyd Warner and Paul S* Lunt, op. cit*, p* J4.*
O
Reuben Hill and others, op* cit*
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organized his materials aooording to a theoretical scheme
that makes sease« not only to laymen hut also to scien¬
tists who may wish to continue the type of investigation
he has so brilliantly initiated.
Mozell G» Hill and Bevode C. McCall made a contribution
to knowledge of sub-types within Southern culture* They went
2
into •Georgia Town* and identified *Craoker Culture*" Their
analyses were similar to those employed by Warner and his as¬
sociates* Hill and McCall were attempting to test the re¬
liability of Warner*s method in the study of the modern con-
5
temporary community*
James West (pseudonym) studied "Plainville*" TJ* S* A*» a
small mountain town in the Ozarks section of the Hnited States
in order tot
•**learn specifically and in detail how one rela¬
tively Isolated and still *baokward* American farming
community reacts to the constant stream of traits and
influences pouring into it from cities and from more
*modern* farming communities*^
West found that this community exhlbitedt
• •*a master pattern for arranging aooording to relative
rank every other individual* and every family* clique*
lodge* club* church, and other organisation or associa¬
tion in Plainville society* It provides also a set of
patterns for expected behavior according to class* and
a way of judging all norms and deviations from these
norms in individual behavior*^
^John Gillin* "Poreword*" in Hylan Lewis* Blackways of
Kent (Chapel Hill* 1953)» P* wii*
^Mozell C* Hill and Bevode C* McCall* "Cracker Culturet 4
Preliminary Definition," Phylon II* (September* I950)* 223-3l»
^Mozell C* Hill and Bevode C* McCall* "Social Stratifica¬
tion in Georgia Town** American Sociological Review, XV (Decern
ber, 1950), 721-9.
^James West* Plainville* D* S* A* (New York* 1914.5)
5lbid*
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In another study of a Midwestern town, W, Lloyd Warner
studied a contemporary American community, which he named Jones-
Tille* The community was viewed as a social system, reflective
of American life preceding, during and immediately following
World War II* Warner states*
By forsaking the extremes of studying the whole of
America and, in the blur of the forest, seeing none of
the trees, or of devoting ourselves to the intensive
study of a few individuals and seeing none of the social
forest of which they are important parts, we were able
to turn for our answers to the study of Americans living
in a representative community in the United States* By
such a study, we could see and understand the larger
design of American life*^
The growing number of researches into the nature of spe¬
cific human communities attests to scientists' interest in
social change* This is especially clear when it is recognized
that much of this research continues over long periods of time
or the researcher goes back to the original site to measure or
determine the extent of change since his last tour* Moreover,
almost all of these researches begin by tracing the historical
development of the particular community under scrutiny. This
is perhaps no more than a routine function of scientific en¬
deavor} nevertheless, this process enables students to grasp
the inexorability of social change*
In an analytical discussion of "Desegregation, Integration,
m2
and the Negro Community,” Mozell Hill and Hylan Lewis state*
^W* Lloyd Warner and others. Democracy in Jonesville* A
Study in Quality and Inequality (Sow Vork, 1949)* p» xiv.
2
Hylan Lewis and Mozell Hill, "Desegregation, Integration,
and the Negro Community," (Reprint), The Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, (March, 19^6), pp* li6-
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If one were to review the serious literature devoted
to the Negro in the United States during the last twsnty
years, a great deal of it would be found to be dated,
excessively abstract, and a poor guide to the range in
types of oommunities in whloh Negroes now live* With
notable exceptions, serious and scholarly accounts are
;}ast a out above popular stereotypes and generalisations*
too frequently they have become fixed in social science
and administrative exchange despite limited validity and
usefulness*^
Hotell Hill has rather sharply criticised minority re>
search of the past* He has indicated that much of the research,
into the life of the Negro, is not considerably above mere
housekeeping with respect to the marshalling and presentation
of facts about the Negro family in the United States* His
recommendation is to the effect that researches in minority
relations will have to pay more attention to the multidisolpli-
o
nary approach*
Newspaper writers, street corner philosophers, and other
thinkers about the South have frequently written and spoken of
the South as if its life were of a variety different from that
of the rest of the Western world* Hudolf Heberle has suggested
a referential frame for studying the South*
The South is, after all, only a relatively small
region within the vast domain of Western civilisation,
and the trends of social change in the South can scarcely
be Isolated from the trends in that larger area*^
^Ibid*, p. 116*
2
Cf* Mosell C* Hill, "Research on the Negro Family,"
Marriage and Family Living, XII (February, 1957)» Noi 1*
Rudolf Heberle, "A Sociological Interpretation of Social
Change in the South," in Logan Wilson and William L* Kolb,
Sooiological Analysis (New York, 1949)» P* 804*
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At another point, Heberle talks about the areas in whioh
social changes will occur in the South* He lists labor rela¬
tions, social stratification In the social structure of local
communities, and values and norms as the areas in whioh change
is to occur* He takes the position that* "These are to be seen,
not as mutually exclusive classes of subject matter, but rather
,1
as various aspects of the same social phenomena*"
The list of related studies to this investigation is al¬
most inexhaustive* Below is a list of studies with brief an¬
notations that the writer has found useful in broadening his
2
perspective for approaching the town of Eddyvillet
The United States Department of Agriculture has pub¬
lished a series of studies of culture of the contemporary
rural community* These studies employed various tech¬
niques for collecting, organising, and analysing data*
A common outline was used, to prepare the studies in an
effort to increase the comparability of the data* The
studies of El Cerrito, New llexioo, Sublette, Kansas,
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, and Heormony, Ceorgla
are especially interesting and significant* In El Cerrito,
New Mexico, the people were bound by their ditch associa¬
tion} the people of Sublette, Kansas had no significant
class system} the Old Order Amish in Lancaster County,
Pennsylvania exhibited an example of the culture island}
and the bi-racial community of Harmony, Georgia is an
example of a spatially non-segregated community in whioh
segregated religious, educational, and Informal institu¬
tions are maintained* In Harmony, the economy is in¬
tegrated*
Albert Blumenthal's Small Town Stuff is a first-hand
report on life in "Mine svl i le , Montana, a mining town*
The study highlights the oominanee of personal faee-to-
faee relationships in all areas of life in the small com¬
munity* Gossip is revealed as a highly effective means
of social control in "Minesville*"
^Ibid * , p* 8o6*
^See bibliography*
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John Dollard*s Caste and Class la a Southern Town
developed out of what was ini-tially an effort ^•••to
study the personality of Negroes in the South and
to learn something about the manner In which the Negro
person grows up** Dollard was *•••compelled ••• to
study the oommunity* for the individual life is rooted
in it."^
Hortease Powdermaker*s After Freedomt A Cultural
Study in the Deep South Is ano-bher study of a southern
oommunity* The study reveals that *0ottonville* is a
stratified oommunity and that Negroes are class oon>
solous among themselves and are ranked despite the
tendency of whites in the oommunity to deny knowledge
of stratifioation among Negroes*
Mozell Hill's ”A Comparative Analysis of the Sooial
Organisation of the All-Negro Society in Oklahoma" sub¬
stantiates the hypothesis that "*• •there are dlfferenoes,
not only in the personal motivations of Individuals re¬
siding in isolation from the direct influence of the
dominant white society* but* there are in addition*
signifioant differences among Negroes in sooial organi¬
zation in respect to class structure* color motivation*
family patterns* political and educational structurings*
from those Negroes aooustomed to living in societies
oontrolled by the suporordinate white race*"
^John Dollard* Caste and Class in a Southern Town* (New
York, 19i^#)
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Mozell C* Hill* "A Comparative Analysis of the Sooial
Organization of the All-Negro Society in Oklahoma," Sooial
Forces* XXV (October, 19i4.6)» 70*
CHAPTER II
BDDYVILLB, ITS PEOPLE AND SOCIAL CHANGE
The Physical Setting*-*- Throughout the United States,
there are many small oommunitiea whose ohlef function for many
years has been to serve their hinterlands as trading and serv*
ioe centers* Eddyville, South Carolina is suoh a oommunity*
It is located in the area of the Savannah River*
The Savannah River Area lies within the southeast
ooastal plain at an elevation between 100 and ^00 feet
above sea level* Land adjaoent to the river on both
sides is low and subject to flood so there has been
little river bank development*
The area lies athwart the dividing line between
the Bones of average susmer temperatures of 70° “ 80*^
and 80® - 90°» Average winter temperature is 30° -
6o®* The prevailing winter winds are from the south¬
west and prevailing summer winds from the west*
Average number of days between killing frosts is 220-
230*
Annual rainfall averages I4.3 Inones whloh is third
from the highest among the eight tones in the United
States *
Relative humidity is 30 - 60 per cent both summer
and winter* This is the third highest among eight United
States tones*
The soil is sandy loam which lends itself to in¬
expensive grading or excavating operations, to the use
of drainage fields for sewage disposal, and to relatively
easy well drilling*
Natural vegetation on the land not in gratine or
cultivated crops is large longleaf-loblolly-slash




Gnats oonstitute a major nuisance during the susuaer
and render screening a necessity £or any but persons
long accustomed to these insects*
The History of Eddyville*-- The town of Bddyrille has a
long history which extends back into the days before the Ameri-
2
can Revolution* In Eddyville’s Families, the town*s history
is divided into four periods*
The development of Eddyville began about I765 with
the opening of a small tavern for travelers on one of
the famous Southeast trade routes near the present site
of the town* About the time of the Revolutionary War^
many farm families from Virginia grow restless and moved
to South State* Some of these, including some wealthy
planters, found the soil fertile, the climate healthy,
and the land available, so they bought farms and began
to develop the surrounding lands* Soon some of these
farmers began to build a little settlement around a
natural spring whore they could live while they con¬
tinued their farming operations in the surrounding area*
This settlement became known as Eddyville*
•*• The village developed into a unified settlement
and the group of people who lived there knew days of
buoyant prosperity, productive lands and outstanding
leaders* Money and slaves were relatively easy to come
by and morale was high -- helped perhaps by one wealthy
citisen who periodically placed open casks of whiskey
on the four corners of the main street of the town to
help the flagging spirits of any passor-byl5
From all that we could learn, the town experienced no
serious inroads or innovations in its stylo of life from its
beginning to about I860* There were slaves and some of them
worshipped in the churches along with the whites* The white
baptist church was particularly noted for this kind of
^Housing and Home Finance Agency, op* cit*, p* 11*
p
^Reuben Hill and others^ op» olt»> pp. 2-3*
^Ibid.
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arrangement* The present minister of the white baptist ohuroh
in writing a historioal sketch of the church, remarks, concern¬
ing the practice in the middle of the nineteenth century, that
''Galleries were included for such colored members as could not
find room in their ohuroh or who preferred to worship with
their owners**^ This same writer notes in the same sketch that
"•*. at least one pastor of the ohuroh resigned because of the
2
slavery issue*" Some Negroes were licensed and ordained to
preach under the auspices of the white baptist ohuroh* A
similar story was told to the investigator with reference to
the white Presbyterian Church* The investigator's landlady
said that the few (about three) Negro Presbyterians in the
town still worship in the white Presbyterian Church*
The Civil War may be said to ma](!k the end of the first
period of the town's development and the beginning of new
trends in the life of the community* There are Negroes, still
living in 1952, who remember Sherman's maroh through the town*
One old gentleman, who was a slave, remarks*
Yes, I remember when General Sherman and the Union
soldiers oame through* I was just a boy, big enough to
ride the mules to pasture, but I was glad* Some folks
talk about good masters, but I never saw a man who'd own
another man who oould be oalled good* I never had a
master to beat me, but I heard of them as did*
^Historioal Sketch of Eddyville Baptist Ohuroh," Eddy-




Some niggers were soared of General Sherman ani. his
men* but I wasn’t* They’d run and hide, but I never
heard of them hurting a colored person*^
Sherman’s army burned most of the business section
of the town and some of the homes* But most important*
the war destroyed the economic system of slave-operated
farms* The farmlands* therefore* were broken up into
smaller parcels of land that were operated by small
owners and Negro sharecroppers*
Heoonstruotion was a period of convulsive change
for Eddyville* A Negro from Eddyville was elected as
representative to the legislature and other Negroes took
an active part in town affairs* But as the Federal sup¬
port began to die away* these Negro leaders experienced
considerable intimidation and even persecution* Finally
in the late eighties* six Negroes were taken from the
local jail and horribly lynched*
Perhaps* the lynching crowned the efforts of Eddyville
white people at re-establishing themselves as supreme* Negroes
in the community recall the lynching* the lynched* and the
lynchers along with a series of events which developed around
the time* One informant says that the lynching took place
during the Christmas season when she was just a girl in school*
Papa wouldn’t let me go to town by myself often*
especially at night* But, this time, he had to send me
to get something for mama who was sick* I remember
while I was glad to go* when I got down there* things
weren’t like I expected them to be* There weren’t many
people around and those were only a few white men*
There was a group around the jail* some of whom were
riding horses and cutting up as if they were at a circus
of carnival* I went on home* and the next morning* the
news was out that those men had been taken from the jail
and lynched*
1
“^Excerpt from an interview with an ex-slave who was more
than ninety years of age in 1952 and who was the oldest member
of the ’status* Baptist Church for Negroes*
^Reuben Hill and others* op* cit*, pp.
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One of the men who was lynched was aooused of mur¬
dering a white man« the others were said to have been
witnesses to the murder* Later* after the lynching, a
white man confessed to the murder on his death bed* They
say, it was terrible, the way he could see those lynched
men sitting on his bed looking at him*
They tell me that all of the members of that mob
died bad, too* The grandfather of that same man who rund
the paper now was one of those whom I saw riding his
horse up and down in front of the jail that day* Before
he died, he had to hare a colored man with him all of
the time* That man says that old man
_________ died hard,.
too* He had to reckon with those men whom he lynched*
Other people in the community tell the same story with reference
to the lynching* Some Negroes go on to say that the white
people of Bddyville are "the worst white people in the world*"
"Something bad is always going to happen to them, if they don't
stop being so mean*" During this same period, some Negroes
were disentangling themselves from the kinds of relations that
arise out of domestic employment* "Fessor, me and my mother
before me never let our children go in the 'buokra* kitchen,
5
and we didn't go ourselves*" When questioned on the matter,
it was revealed that these people would work as laborers on the
farms for white people*
The Reconstruction had brought teachers for the recently
emancipated slaves and had provided a situation wherein the
freed men could begin to make their way in the world* Many of
the Negroes who had trades began to get into business for them¬
selves, and quite often were prosperous*
My father was brought here as wedding gift to the
's* It seems that this young couple had everything





to outfit their plantation except a blaokemith and the
*» of Edgefield sent my father as a gift#
When the slaves were freed, my father had saved
enough money to buy his freedom. He used his money to
buy this place and to go into business for himself#
Most of this land was very cheap and he just bought all
that was for sale, sometimes for taxes# He worked all
of his life# At first, he farmed and ran his shop,
later, he just farmed and attended his own smithing and
that of a few white friends#^
Tindall describes another case of a Negro who was success¬
ful after the Civil War#
• •# At the close of the war he had owned no property#
By 1881 he owned two stores, had a productive plantation,
and a credit of $3«000 in Savannah# He was a Democratic
representative in the state legislature#^
The third period marked the growth of Eddyville as a
community, a place distinct from the surrounding county
and farm lands# Institutions developed around the needs
of the townspeople and the service needs of the sur¬
rounding areas# Shortly after the turn of the century,
there were public schools, a bank, railroad connections,
two newspapers, a dance hall and a race track# The sig¬
nificant aspects of the community development, however,
were the population changes which took place# The old
white aristocracy died off or moved away and trades and
service people moved in to nearly double the population#
The old Negro families, descendants of the original
slaves, remained in the town, but many of their younger
and better educated members moved out and there was no
in-migration of Negroes to replace them# This appreciably
lowered the Negro percentage of the total population#
Some of the more thrifty of the Negroes who were left,
however, were able to take advantage of the shift of in¬
terest from land holdings to the town on the part of
whites and so were able to purchase good tracts of land
for as little as five cents an acre# On these they staked
out small farms and continued the line of Negro aristo¬
cracy#
This third period of growth during which Eddyville
almost able to build a sound economy was culminated with
^Excerpt from interview with the Investigator's landlady#
p
George Brown Tindall, South Carolina Negroes, 1877"1900
(Columbia, 1952), p# lOli* ———————————————
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the depression of the •30»s--
eoonomio and social disaster
War in its effects#^
am event which spelled
second only to the Civil
The fourth period extended from the days of govern¬
ment aid to depression-stricken farms to the present*
These times were marked by a oontlnuation of the popu¬
lation trend previously discussed and a rise to leader¬
ship of a powerful political clique* This clique* con¬
trolling both the town and farm vote with personally ad¬
ministered gifts and services, soon gained considerable
seniority in the state legislature which amounted to
virtual control of certain state functions* World War II
affected the town but little, and conservative forces in
the town prevented all industry but a local agricultural
process plant and a slide fastener company from settling
in Sddyville*
This fourth period came to an abrupt halt when it
was decided that a huge defense plant should be located
only twenty miles from the town limits of Eddyville*
This plant brought rapid and drastic industrialisation
and consequently urbanisation* The total effects of
this period and its eventual point of culmination are
not know at the present*^
Eddyville*8 Population*-- The 1950 census showed the popu¬
lation of Eddyville to be 2,005 people* Eight hundred and
seventeen or a bit over i«.U per cent of these people were
Negroes* Table 1 shows the distribution of the 1950 popula¬
tion by sex and color* Uanlpulation of the data in the table
reveals that the sex ration of the total population was 86*7,
while the sex ration of the white population was 91*3 *^Bid the
sex ratio of the Negro population was 60*7* Figure 1/^ shows
the distribution of the population by sex and age* The charac¬
ter of the data as presented by the census prevents the pre¬
sentation of age distribution by color* (See Appendix)*




BDDYVILLE POPULATION, BY COLOR AND BY SEX, 1950*
Sex
■ale Female Total
Color ■' Number Per Cent Numl)er Per bent Number Per C ent
Whites 567 28*3 621 31.1 1188 59.1+
Non-
whit es 365 18*3 U52 22*6 817 1+0.9
T otals 932 ii.6*6 1,073 53.7 2,005 100.3
D&ta from Seventeenth Census of the United States, 1950,
Charaeteristics of the Population, II, Part i^O, South Carolina,
Chapter B*
Eddyville does not have a record of rapid or even large
population increase* The town showed increases of 4*8 per cent
between 1930 and 19i|-0 and l4.*3 per cent between 19^0 and 1950*
At the same time, Eddy County of which Eddyville is the seat
experienced a ll4.*3 par cent decrease in population (I9I4.O-I950) •
As the trading and services center for a farming area,
the following has been said about Eddyville*
As a quiet, sleepy agricultural town similar to many
others on the American landscape, it shared the same
functions as country towns everywhere*^
The excuse for their existence lies in the services
they render the surrounding and nearby agriculturalists*
They serve as magnets to which farmers are attracted for
goods, services, exchanges of ideas, affiliation with
farm organisations, and for identification with the politic
cal machine of the county* The village editors, the
courthouse politicians, and the proprietors of home-owned
’•Reuben Hill and Others, op* oit«, p* 6*
businesses set a pattern of thought and feeling whloh is
aimed at preserving the integrity and independence of the
small towns* From the angle of urban oivillsation* they
are the * country squires' who exert an influence in the
state government out of proportion to their numbers*
Bddyville had provided* for its population* such
facilities as doctors* stores* a bank* filling stations*
feed and seed stores* cotton gins* and farm equipment
stores* There was no library* no hospital and no facili¬
ties for post-high school education nearer than forty
miles away* There was* however* an excellent county
health department smd a town recreational park that had
developed during the depression days*
Many of these facilities were largely for the use of
Eddy County farmers and their families who came to town
once a week* The townspeople gave farm families credit
for long periods of time and the basic social cleavage
which characterises Eddyville is the set of values shared
by those who operated the lien system as opposed to those
who had to rely upon it for financing*^
To further describe the activities of Bddyville’s popula¬
tion* Table 2 is presented* The table shows the occupational
distribution of the total rural nonfarm population of Eddy
County by color of workers and per cent in each category for
1950* Somewhat over eight per cent of the population were
active as professional and semiprofessional workers and twelve
per cent of the white workers were so occupied* while only five
per cent of the nonwhite workers were represented in the cate¬
gory. At the same time, while thirty-eight per cent of the
nonwhite workers were active as farm laborers* only six per
cent of the white workers were so employed* with 22*5 por cent
of the total population employed at this level*
^John A* Einneman, The Community in American Society (New
York* 1914-7) » PP« 21-22. Quoted in Reuben Hill and Others* op*
Pit*
p
Reuben Hill and Others* op* eit»* pp. 6-7*
TABLE 2
OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL RURAL NONFARM
POPULATION OF EDDY COUNTY, BY COLOR OF WORKERS,
AND BY PER CENT, 1950*
Oeoupational Total White Nonwhite
Group Number Per Cent Nxmber Per Cent Nvuaber Per Cent
Professional
and
Semiprofessional 228 8*2 160 12*1 68 5*0
Proprietors
and Managers 587 li^*0 31*2 26*0 k5 3.1
Clerical 27k 10*0 270 20.k k 0.3
Craft smen 215 8.0 166 12.7 k7 3.2
Operatives 1^30 15.5 195 l5«o 235 16.1
Domestic
S ervio e 295 11*0 3 0.2 290 20*0
Other Service 115 1^.1 59 U*5 56 l4.*0
Farm Laborers 624 22*5 73 6.0 551 38.0
Other Laborers 21I4. 8*0 53 k»o 161 11*1
T otals 2778 101*3 1521 100*9 11*57 100.8
*Data from Seventeenth Census of the United States, U«3«
Census of the Population, Charaoteristles of the Population,
tl, 1+0, Chap. B, pp • 69»
Table 3 shows the 19^9 Income of families and unrelated
individuals of Eddy County by oolor and per oent as revealed
in the 1950 census. It is seen that 39 oent of the total
population earn less than five hundred dollars per year, with
over i|.8 per oent of the nonwhite group earning this amount and
only about 27 per oent of the white group with an income so low*
The upper end of the scale is equally as revealing with respect
to the differential between the whites and nonwhites* The
table shows that just a bit over five per oent of the total
population earn above five thousand dollars per year, with 11*6
per oent of the white group earning in this bracket and only
k2
slightly above one half of one per cent of the nonwhite group
having an income so large*
TABLE 3
INCOME IN 19l^9 OF FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS
FOR EDDY COUNTY, BY COLOR AND PER CENT, 1950*
Tot a1 -■-¥Hi€e Nonwhite
Income Number Per cent Number 1Per Cent Number P er Cent
Less than $500 1625 39.2 500 27.2 1125 48.6
$ 500 to 999 915 22*1 265 14 *4 650 28.1
1,000 to li4.99 570 13*7 210 11*4 360 15.6
1,500 to 1999 285 7.0 200 11.0 85 3.7
2,000 to 2^99 175 4.3 135 7-4 40 1.7
2,500 to 2999 190 5.0 165 9.0 25 1.1
3,000 to 3^99 90 2.2 70 4*0 20 1.0
3,500 to 3999 80 2.0 80 4*4 00 0.0
1^,000 to 144-99 55 1.3 55 3.0 00 0.0
4,500 to 4999 40 1.0 35 2.0 05 0.3
5,000 to 5999- 45 1.1 45 2.5 00 0.0
6,000 to 6999 45 1.1 45 2.5 00 000
7,000 to 9999 15 0.4 10 0.5 05 0.3
10,000 and over 20 0.5 20 1.1 00 6.0
T otal 8 4* 50 100.9 1835 100.4 2315 100.4
Median Income $746.00 $1,360.00 $525.00
Data from the Seventeenth Census of the United States,
1950*
TABLE 4
MONTHLY INCOME OF RANDOM SAMPLE OF RESIDENT BDDYVILLB
FAMILIES COMPARED WITH PANEL FAMILIES, 1952*
—wm^e Negro Panel Families
Income Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
1 0. - $200. 17 23.6 29 83.0 10 13.0
801. - 300* 5 6.9 2 5.8 14 18.2
301. - 400. 15 18.0 1 2.9 17 22.1
401 • - 4.50* 6 8.3 0 0.0 11 14.3
450• and over 50 41.6 0 0.0 25 31.5
No Information 1 1.4 3 8.6 0 0*0
T otals 72 99.8 35 100.0 77 100.0
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Table 4 shows the distribution of monthly inoome of the
random sample.of resident Sddyville families oompared with that
of the panel of families used in the study of Eddyville’s fami¬
lies* The table reveals that Negro families are concentrated
in the lower inoome brackets with 83 p®** cent of the Negro fami¬
lies in the sample having inoome of two hundred dollars per
month or less* Only 23*6 per cent of the white families in the
sample have an Inoome of two hundred dollars per month or less,
with only thirteen per cent of the panel of families having such
a small inoome*
TABLE 5
AMOUNT OF RENT* PAID FOR RURAL-NONFARM HOUSING IN
EDDY COUNTY, BY RACE AND BY NUMBER AND PER CENT,
1950
Monthly Rent
Total Units White ..Nonwhit e
Nwa-—
ber








Less than lio.oo 13 34.1 137 22*6 376 42*0
♦10*00 - 19.00 222 14.8 173 28*5 49 5.5
20*00 - 29.00 89 6*0 88 14.5 1 0*1
30*00 - 39.00 63 4.2 62 10*2 1 0*1
40*00 - 49.00 23 1.5 22 3.6 1 0*1
50*00 - 74.00 2 0*1 1 0*2 0 0.1
75.00 - 99*00 0 0*0 0 0*0 0 0.0
100*00 or more 0 0*0 0 0*0 0 . 0*0
Median rent ♦8.39 ♦5.20
T otal s 1.503 99.4 607 100*0 896 99.9
This is a "oontraot” rent - as defined by the Bureau of
the Census - it is merely the amount of money paid to landlord,
Irrespeotive of other considerations*
Table 3 reveals the amount of rent paid for rural non-farm
housing in Eddy County by race and by number and per cent in
1950* About thirty-four per cent of the rural non-farm housing
rented for less than ten dollars per month and another thirty-
six per cent were rent free* Forty-two per oent of the housing
rented by nonwhite people were for less than ten dollars per
month* while only slightly over 22*5 por oent of the housing
ranted by white people were in this olass* Forty-eight per
oent and l6»6 per oent of the housing rented by nonwhite and
white people respeotively were rent free* These figures re¬
present the cash amounts that were p«id for rent housing with¬
out oaloulation of other oonsiderations that oooupants may have
reoeived in oonneotion with their oooupanoy of rental housing*
TABLE $
VALUE OF RURAL NONFARM HOUSING OCCUPIED BY OWNERS IN
EDDY COUNTY, BY RACE AND BY NUMBER AND PER CENT,












Less than |2*0U0 176 25.5 ks 9.1 134 58*5
♦2,000 -12*999 50 7.2 28 6.1 22 9.6
3*000 - 3.999 74 11.0 54 12.0 20 9-0
4*000 - 4.999 47 7.0 41 9.0 6 2.6
5,000 - 9.999 175 25.1 160 3h>7 15 5.7
10,000 or more 90 13*0 89 19.5 1 0*4
No report 80 11*6 k7 10*2 33 14*4
Median value *4.056 ♦1.415
T otal s 690 100*4 461 •00 229 0 c * 10
Table 6 shows the value of rural nonfarm housing oebupied
by owners in Eddy County in 1950* Fifty-eight and a half per
oent of the ruralnonfarm housiisg oeoupied by nonwhite owners
are valued at less than two thousand dollars while only slightly
above nine per oent of that type of housing oooupied by whites
are so valued* and 23*5 Por oent of the total rural honfarm
housing oocupied by owners are in this category*
Further description of the housing conditions of Eddyrille
is rendered in Table 7* The table shows that somewhat over
thirty-fiwe per cent of all rural nonfarm housing are oooupied
by owners* with oent of the housing oooupied by whites
being the owners* and only 21*3 P**!* sent of that oooupied by
nonwhites being owner oooupied* The table shows further that
37*8 per oent of the total amount of rural nonfarm housing have
piped water inside* with 57«i4. per oent of the housing oooupied
by whites so described and only ten per oent of the housing
oooupied by nonwhites in the category* Of toilet facilities*
32*7 per oent of all the housisig have inside toilets* with
31*8 per oent and 3*6 per oent of the white and nonwhite ooou¬
pied housing respectively being in the olass*
Table 8 reveals the years of schooling oompleted by the
Eddy County rural nonfarm population* twenty-five years of age
and older* by race and by number and per cent* Of the total
population* 8*7 per cent have had no years of schooling* with
only 1*3 per oent of the whites and 16*7 per oent of the non¬
whites in the olass* The median number of years of schooling
for the total population is 7«2* with that of the whites being
10*U end that of the nonwhites being 3*8*
Institutions and the People*-- The people of Bddyville*
like all people* live out their lives in a spatial arrangement
or eoologioal pattern* Figure one illustrates the differential
uses to which land is put in Bddyville*
TABLE 7
CHARACTERISTICS OP RURAL NONFARM HOUSING OCCUPIED BY
WHITE AND NONWHITB PEOPLE IN EDDY COUNTY, 1950*
Charaoteristios Totals White Nonwhit
Oooupanoy
Numher owner oooupied 789 545 2kk
Number renter oooupied l»k35 559 896
Per oent owner oooupied 35.2 49.4 21.3
Per oent renter oooupied 62;..8 5o*6 78.5
Total 2,210^ l,lo4 1,140
Water Suppj^
Piped waVer inside 1.039 925 114
Piped water outside 295 58 237
No piped water 1.382 605 777
Per oent piped water inside 37.8 57.4 10.0
Per oent piped water outside 11.3 3*6 20.9
Per oent no piped water 50.3 37.5 68*4
Not reported (Number) . 30 18 12
T ot al 2,746 1,606 l,i4o
Toilet Faoilitles -
Flush toilet Inside 899 835 64
Other toilet faoilitles (privy.
et oetera) 1,457 485 972
No toiTeC” 370 272 98
Per oent toilet inside 32.7 51.8 5.6
Per oent other toilet 52.0 30.1 85-6
Per oent no toilet 15*5 16.9 8.6
Not reported (Number) 20 14 6
T otal 2.746 1,606 1.140
Condition of Housing and Plumbing
Faoilitles
Not HiTapidatedt
With toilet; bath and hot water 647 607 4o
With toilet, bath and only ool4
water 99 88 11
With piped water, no toilet or bath 253 203 50
No piped water 820 295 525
Bilapidated;
With toilet, bath and hot water 4 4 0
No toilet, bath or hot water 870 385 485
Per oent not dilapidated 66.2 63.9 55.1
Per oent dilapidated 31.8 24*1 42.7
No report (Number) 53 24 29
T otal 2.746 1,606 1.140
Data from the Seventeenth Census of the United States,
1950* Census of Housing, Vol* I*
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TABLE a
YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BY EDDY COUNTY RURAL NONFARM
POPULATION 25 YEARS OF AGE AND OLDER, BY RACE AND BY

















No school years 330 8.7 30 1.5 3 00 16.7
1 to I), years 975 25*6 155 7.7 820 45.7
5 and 6 years 515 13*5 18u 9.0 335 18.7
7 years 285 7.5 190 9.4 95 5.3
8 years 275 7.0 210 10.4 65 3,6
9 to 11 years 380 10.0 330 16.3 50 2.8
12 years I4.60 12.1 425 21.0 35 2.0
13 to 15 years 180 5.0 160 8.0 20 1.1
l6 years or more 3k5 9*0 315 15-6 30 1.7
No report 70 2.0 25 1.2 45 2.5
T otals 3,815 100.4 2,020 100.1 1,795 100.1
Median Years
C ompleted 7.2 10,4 5*8
• ••Along the highway that leads from the left into
Zone 1-a, there appear a few seattered farm houses, hut
mostly undereloped land. As we follow these highways
into downtown Eddyville, more and more houses are en-
oountered as we near Robin Run Creek, These houses are
mostly of inferior quality and are Inhabited by lower
olass whites and Negroes*
Promptly as one reaches the oreek, the scene changes
appreciably, for most of Zone l>a contains a few small
businesses, a public park, a town swimming pool and a
fish hatohery-an altogether restful and pleasant entrance
to the town much in contrast to the previous soene*^
In Zone 1-b we run into the area in Which Eddyville ac¬
tivities are primarily concentrated. This is the business
section of Eddyvllle, It is an area built around a traffic
^Reuben Hill and Others, op, cit,, pp* 9“17*
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olrole and a triangular shaped park. The streets are narrow and
many of the store buildings are old and shabby, except for the
recently remodeled county buildings which are resplendent in
white marble*
If the downtown business section does not supply all the .
needs of the local citizens, there are a few other areas of
oommercial development to which they can turn* Zone l-o con¬
tains two service stations, the Rural Electrification Associa¬
tion buildings, two Negro taverns, and a Negro garage which
serves both whites and Negroes* *.* In a vacant spot of land in
this zone, trucks move in and out, constantly loading and un¬
loading fruits and vegetables *•*
Another commercial area. Zone 1-d, appears further to the
right on the map* To get to it, we have to wander through the
areas of greatest concentration of Negro population* Zone 1-d
is divided by the tracks of one of Eddyville*s two railroad
lines* To the left of the tracks fringing cn the Negro popula¬
tion concentration were an oil plant and a cotton gin* The
cotton gin burned down and the site is now used for storage
space*
Across the tracks in this same zone (1-d) and standing ad¬
jacent to the area of public schools for Negroes is a chain
gang stockade in which are housed Negro and white prisoners
utilized ai highway repairmen* The public school area of the
Negroes is split by the railroad tracks and two dilapidated
buildings serve as the school buildings*
Moving down the map from the above zone, and twisting back
and forth on the approaching roads* we find a small square
zone labelled Zone l-e* this zone contains Eddywille's major
Industrial plant* employing about 100 persons*
Turning left from this industrial plant we travel only a
short distance to reach a large area indicated as Zone 1-f
whioh* in 1950* contained most of the larger businesses of
Sddyville along with the public schools for the whites* Two
railroad depots* a cotton gin* the county highway years* a
supply oompany and a farm machinery and automobile agency were
among the businesses located in this section* *•• In the small
club-like extension at the south end of the zone is located
another old dilapidated building utilized as a private school
by part of the Negro population*
The public schools for whites are located on the north
side of the railroad tracks and east of the north-south highway
whioh runs through Zone 1-f* Here again the schools are found
playing neighbors to the railroad lines* something whioh does
not speak well for the value of education in Eddyvllle*
The zones marker 2 are zones of Negro housing* Negro
housing ranges from unbelievable slums to quite attractive and
well-kept homes*
Journeying across town we find two other areas of Zone Two
appearing near the downtown business center* Zones 2-a and
2-b are areas in whioh Negroes still own land they bought years
ago* The property has a high value and the fact that it is
owned by Negroes is resented by whites* The Negro families in
these two zones are* in general* better off than their Negro
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towns fellows located in Zone 2»o or on the farms surrounding
the town* and they resist the efforts of the whites to buy
their land*
Turning to the white housing* we find it mainly in the
sones marked 3 (loss desirable) and It. (more desirable)* People
of high sooio«eoonomio standing are found in Zone 3* ^ut more
of these people* and the better housing* are ooooentrated in
Zone U* Zone It* however* has not acquired the symbolism which
often accompanies selective resident 141 areas* but it is never-
the less a bit more exclusive* Zone 3 Is located generally ad¬
jacent to the downtown business section and spreading over a
good section of the town* with a small area of Zone 3 separated
from the downtown area by the area of better white housing*
As we leave downtown Sddyvllle and travel to the right*
as soon as we leave the business center we find ourselves on a
road which marks the beginning of Zone U* A fringe of houses
along this road are considered choice locations* One block
from town this road encounters the north-south highway and Zone
four branches to incorporate both roads for a short distance*
A general square area of Zone 4 is thus set off between these
roads* the north-south railroad track and the schools* Here
we find less crowded hODtes which are nearer to the schools and
yet within easy access to downtown shopping*
With this view of white housing we finish our brief tour
of Sddyvllle* leaving unaccounted for only the sones marked by
Humber 5«» These represent the areas that were largely unde¬
veloped in 1930 and were the potential areas of growth and
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expansion* In old Eddyvllle, those homes next to the undeveloped
land enjoyed a quiet and peacefulness which was highly valued --
in fact, sought out* But these were the areas that were to he
the victims of the greatest change in physical land use when
the defense plant industrialisation impressed its values upon
the town* These people were among the first to know that the
face of Bddyville was changing.^
It is recognised that the atomic energy plant alone would
be insufficient to usher in the far reaching social changes
that may bo envisaged for the community, for this conununity
like every human community is responsive to many influences,
and no one set of factors or circumstances may be properly said
to be the sole determinant of change* This may be particularly
the case of the Southern community, which is buffeted, as it
were, by many forces, both internal and external* From the in¬
side are those hopes and efforts on the part of the enlightened
change-oriented segments of the population which think that
most, if not all, of what is known as the South must be changed
to be more nearly commensurate with the rest of the United
States* From the outside, or externally, there are those who
view the South as virgin territory for development* They think
in terms of the Vast array of resources that lie dormant and
unused in the region; that is, the people, their talents, and
the natural and physical facilities and materials of the region*
It is in this sense, that Sddyville looms as a "natural
^Reuben Hill and Others, op* pit*, pp * 9“17 •
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experiment" in human relations* The atomic energy plant and
the changes attendant to its introduction into this heretofore
rural agricultural area are significant in terms of the pos¬
sibilities for the reorganisation of the social and cultural
values of this old-line Southern community* Social scientists
have a legitimate claim in social change but they seldom have
the opportunity to witness communities in the throes of actual
drastic change* Where there had been a very limited number of
social contacts and roles for the members of the community to
play, there developed a myriad of contacts and unrehearsed
problems on the social scene* Industry entered and while not
attempting to replace the cotton-agricultural or farm outlook
of the community, it has become the basis for a broadened type
of eoonomio endeavor* A community whose members formerly re¬
lied on the personal local "touch" to get things done must now
consider the aid that can and does come from the organisation of
impersonal group forces or the outside* An initial and con¬
tinuing reaction, among both Negro and white residents of the
community during the investigator's year and a half study was,
"There are just so many new people that I don’t know anyone any
more*" This amounts to saying, it seems, also that, "I am not
known by all of the people whom I meet on the streets any more*"
A possible oonsequenoe of this could be the feeling among old
residents, at least, that they don’t have the prestige and value
in the oommunity that they once had*
Moreover, that facet of the Southern oommunity which is
scrutinized more closely than any other, by resident and newcomer
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alike -- race relations — was moat seriously and effectively
struck. Certain programs, which were already under attack and
slated f6r modification, had to bo hastened. This was new to
Negro and white alike. There was the matter of the schools
with reference to consolidation which had been planned some
time before the advent of the plant. However, with the coming
of the plant and the tremendous influx in population, it was
necessary to proceed immediately and implement some parts of
the program. This was chiefly in the area of expanded and im¬
proved buildings and facilities and the increase in the number
of teachers. Negro school children discovered that a school
building and all its facilities could be "brand new" and not
moved over from the site of the white school. Beyond this, the
impact of the newcomers from every section of the United States
was to provide Negro and white residents of the community with
experiences and practices which were new and heretofore foreign.
Negroes heard themselves referred to by these new white people
as Mr., Miss, or Mrs. as the case warranted. These newcomers
in their contacts with Negroes who worked as domestics were re¬
ported as being fairer and more inclined to pay decent wages
for work and to expect less of the yielding of individual and
personal autonomy than did the old resident whites. Store
keepers began to display a more impersonal courtesy in their
transactions with Negroes.
These developments seeped into the awareness of the Negroes
and they were constrained to expect more. Of course, it is re¬
called that the plant was being constructed in the same general
time period of the arguments before the United States Supreme
Court on the oonstitutionality of segregation in the public
sohools* Some Negroes felt that the changes in the treatment
they reoelTed in public places were reflective of those arguments
Other Negroes felt that the changes were designed only to at¬
tract Negroes into the businesses of a more highly competitive
situation* Other Negroes noticed that the weekly newspaper in
the town had not changed its policy toward Negroesj it continued
to ignore the activities of the Negroes except for an occasional
editorial which flayed the demands of Negroes for equal treat¬
ment* All in all* Negroes in the community were not sure of
their attitudes on the subject of integration* They felt that
if the elimination of segregation would result in the loss of
jobs for Negroes as teachers* it would not be such a good thing
to do away with the practice* Then* there was the feeling that
Negroes ought to be proud of the progress that they were making
in the segregated arrangement* Most Negroes seemed to feel that
if integration would bo handled fairly, that is with Negroes re¬
taining their jobs in the new arrangement* it would bo pretty
good*
In effect* Eddyville people were sure that the coming of
the plant would result in modification of the community's face
and its ways* In a rather full sense* the people of Eddyville
and their expectations of life were hit by the ever-expanding
applications and efforts to exploit atomic fission as realis¬
tically as were the people of Nagasaki and Hiroshima* The com¬
munity was no longer isolated and out of the stream of the
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midtwentloth century*
Changes in the Social System*-- This study has proceeded on
the hunch that the erection of the atomic energy plant in the
hinterland of Eddyrille provides the basis for far-reaching
changes in the style of life to which the people have been ac¬
customed* The data point to significant reorganisation of many
of the patterns of life in the community* Since 1950* Bddyville
has been characterised byt closer connection with the industri¬
alisation and urbanisation processes, tremendous changes in the
sise of its population, more intimate access to mass communica¬
tions media (the erection of a radio station in the town and the
erection of television stations in reception range of the com¬
munity), increases in the business and commercial function and
output of the community, improvement and expansion in the public
school and public service facilities, and, of great importance,
the development of an awareness in the core population of im¬
pending change*
To bo sure, what we have been itemising is not to be con¬
strued as altogether the consequence of the atomic energy plant,
but the plant's construction is conceived to have been immediate
and the precipitating force behind the heightened consciousness
among Bddyville people for the necessity of making adjustments*
This consciousness was specifically geared to a consideration
for change in what was rather a nebulous expectation of profound
differences in the style of life* The people wanted to see
what the plant would accomplish* The town went through World
War II and only experienced the out-migration of a few of the
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younger men* It had resisted any innovations which might have
accrued from the introduction of services such as a general
hospital might offers also, effectively resisted were the
changes that might have come in the wake of the use of space
in the community for spring training of a major league baseball
team* Community residents reported that these things had been
turned down at the instigation of town leaders who felt that
these kinds of things would attract the “wrong” kind of people
to the town*
The plant, however, had come without invitation on the part
of the town’s people* In fact, it was not in the town, but on
the periphery and not particularly in the province of town
leaders to accept or reject* Eddyvillians may be said to have
been without choice in the matter* Since the plant came as it
did, the people were put in the position of having to make re¬
sponses appropriate of the demands of the situation* No one
was encountered who had the idea that the "clock could be turned
back*" Rather, the people were expectant and alert and in¬
quisitive as to what the plant would mean to them* The Negro
community was especially opportunistic with respect to its view
of the plant and a,ny attendant changes which might be brcught
about in opmmunity patterns*
At the time of this study, Bddyville had been an old line,
small Southern community* The Bddyville Negro's attention
centered on the teeming newcomers' approach to him* The new¬
comers were largely white; but they had come from every section
of the United States and many of them had different conceptions
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of the Negro. To the Negro* this different oonoeption was ob¬
jectified largely in the newoomers* tendency to treat him im¬
personally and as a competent stranger. One native Eddyvillian
spoke on the subject as followst
These folks aren’t like these Eddyville buokra. They
don’t take advantage of you just because you’re colored.
They sure are giving these Eddyville buokra a run for
the money. They don't try to work you all day and all
night for nothing. I sure am glad this plant came along.
That lady just calls me Mrs. all of the time, and they
are willing to pay, too.^
There were other Negroes who. took a less optimistic view
of the newcomer whites* These observed that Southern whites
require the slightest amoung of time to pollute Northern whites*
Another Negro saidt
It won’t take these Eddyville white people any time
at all to show these outside people how to treat a Negro.
They give us our titles when they first get here, but
you just wait until some of these Eddyville people get
to them.
The Eddyville white people are already mad with these
newcomers because they are willing to try to pay something
• like a decent wage. These old Eddyville people were
paying our women three dollars and four dollars a week
to work all day every dayi but these people from Ohio and
New York are not used to that kind of thing and they
offer fifteen dollars as if it was not enough.
I heard a story the other day about a lady who was
trying to get one of our women to stay with her children.
The white woman asked the colored woman how much she’d
work for, and the colored woman asked how much she’d
beeh used to paying. The white woman said that she’d be
willing to pay fifteen dollars* This was such a large
amount that the colored woman gasped} the white woman,
thinking that she had not offered enough, said, ’’I’ll
make it eighteen dollars* The colored woman had recovered
her wits by then and said, •l'|\kess I'll have to take
^Prom conversation with a domestic
native of Eddyville.
servant, who was a
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that* Now, both of those women were caught in the midst
of something they didn’t understand. Had the white
woman been up North, she'd have to pay twenty-five
dollars a week for an all day, five days a week servant,
and' she knew it. The colored woman never had made over
ten dollars per week in her line of work before, and had
no idea that she could command that mueh money here in
Bddyville.^
The foregoing illustrate some of the immediate results of
the plant on the community's ways as this arises out of the
r
attendant increase in Eddyville's population and pressure on
the domestic labor supply. It is noted that some Negroes, who
had been in the employ of local whites for relatively long
periods of time, left these situations for relatively better
paying work with newcomers. These people spoke of the absence
of paternalism in these new relationships as often as they
spoke of the better pay. One informant said, *They sure do
tend to their own business."
Eddyville became attractive to building contractors, in¬
surance salesmen, electrical appliance dealers, and other entre¬
preneurs who saw opportunities to increase sales in the rapidly
expanding community. Many of these made special appeals to
the Negro market. Members of the Negro community became rather
cynical with respect to the new approach. The writer's land¬
lady expressed herself as followst
We've been here all of the time, but these old white
salesmen have just found it out. Now, they are always
standing here talking about Mrs. this and Mrs. that.
They just want to get your name on the dotted line and
they'll be up to their old tricks as usual. I guess its
the competition that makes them do it. One is afraid
the other will out sell him. Nobody ever tried to get
rom conversation
civic leader.
with Mr. Bennet, a school teacher and
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me to let them fix my roof before, but now that there
are so many new houses going up and these people have
oome In here and started.these businesses, they think
about us over here, too.
The installation of several large chain-operated super
markets provided some basis for heightening the awareness of
the Bddyville Negro to the possibility of change in the pattern
of raon relations in the community. These stores were generally
managed by white persons who had been brought into Bddyville
from other communities. In the stores, service was impersonal
and efficient. Persons were served in turn and the clerks
greeted each customer with a smile and confined the relationship
to checking and bagging purchases. These stores were operated
on a cash basis and this was an item of some concern to some
Negroes, who had always bought groceries on credit. These felt
that it was ungrateful to those credit merchants to start trading
with the newer stores which would not sell on credit anyway.
One woman had the following to sayi
\
I’ve been trading with Mr. Tom for twenty years and
my mother used to trade with him and his daddy, and I
Just don’t feel right passing by his store going to these
new people. They aren’t even from Bddyville.
Mr. Tom and them will let mo have things whenever I
need them, and I’ve never received a bill from them.
They say, ’when you’re sick, you still got to eat, and
jbhat’s what we got this stuff for - for people to oat.’
They’re higher than those new stores, though*
Now, you take meat, Mr. Tom will save out a piece of
moat for me, when it’s short and I’m kind of late getting
up town. Fish, the same way, he’ll save mo the little
ones that I like, every time.^
^Conversation with the writer’s landlady.
P
Conversation with "Mam*^ Burton, a native of the community.
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This woman was faced with the problem of making a decision
with respect to a relationship which had endured ever a long
period of time* There were items which pressed her to make
changes in her shopping habits* She was an older person, who
received her support from the welfare and adult children who did
not live in the community* She did not always have cash with
which to make purchases in the cash and carry stores* She was
appreciative of the wider variety of commodities available to
her in these new businesses* The frequent sales advertised in
the newspaper, and the frequent "come on** offers in these stores
were attractive* She seems to suggest that were it not for the
fact that she still needed the credit arrangement from time to
time, she could do without the old arrangement*
Eddyville’s white population grew as the consequence of an
Influx of people from outside of the state and the South* The
white people who came were very frequently associated with the
plant* On the other hand, many of the Negroes, who came into
Bddyvllle, wore residents of Eddy County* The Negroes had
merely been displaced as a consequence of the condemnation of
the land on which they lived* They came to Eddyvllle to find
homes, farms, schools, and general community facilities and
services which had been lost as the result of the demolition of
their communities*
For some time prior to the Atomic Energy Commission’s 1950
announcement, Eddyville school leaders had been thinking of the
advisability of consolidating the schools in the Eddyville
schools* This plan was with a view toward massing the facilities
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and talents of the sohool personnel into a more effeotive or>
ganization* However* there had been opposition to the plan*
The realization of the plant and subsequent closing of the towns
and the schools in the area in which the plant was constructed
left the people no choice but to utilize the Eddyville situation.
Native Negroes of the Community reported that they had been
disappointed many times with respect to the construction of a
new high sohool plant in Eddyville• One informant saidt
They told us they wore going to give us a sohool a
long time ago; it was at least twenty years ago. The
colored even raised money for the new building, and wo
don't know to this day what became of that money* When
wo know anything, they had brought that old box over
here that the white children used to use* You see all
of those old wires on the outside of the walls; well,
that’s where they had to put them so that the children
could have some light*
They’re putting up that temporary sohool now, and
they say that a little later they’re going to put upj^a
permanent building* I’ll believe it, when I see it*
It should be seen here that in the past Eddyville Negroes
had been rather unlnfluential with respect to the determination
of public policy involving expenditure of public funds* The
temporary sohool referred to above was the result of the avail¬
ability of federal funds for temporary schools in critical de¬
fense areas* In the past, Eddyville Negroes had schools, but
these were almost always cast-off schools of the white com¬
munity* For years and years, they had not had a public high
sohool at all; and it had been necessary for the Association
of the Baptist Church to build and operate a high school for
Negroes* In 1952, the private high sohool for Negroes was rum^
^Conversation with "Mam" Burton, a native of the community*
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down and the principal was not sure that he’d be able to keep
the people whom he had hired to teach during the 1952-53 school
year. The erection of the temporary school had the effect of
prompting Negroes to think even more that the plant was a ’^bless-
ing" to Bddyville. The principal of the public high school
spoke on the subjects
I have already spoken to the superintendent about
this building; I hope we’ll be able to keep it even when
the plant construction is completed and these people have
gone. The colored children are not going anywhere* any
way. They just oarae from the evacuated area. If the
state gives us the new high school building* next year*
the way they say they are* we’ll still nee^ this tem¬
porary building for the elementary grades.
The temporary school building was the first time that Bddy¬
ville Negroes had been privileged to use a new school provided
from the public fund. Its erection seems to have served to
convey to them that the plant might have some desirable results.
This was something which had been talked about and promised and
realised. The local newspaper had comments to make with respect
to the rather extensive building program which had been insti¬
tuted by the state in behalf of the education of Negro youth.
With South Carolina bending over backwards to provide
better educational facilities for Negroes (sic) - in
fact* it is understood that in some districts they are
now superior to those provided for white pupils - the
time is fast approaching when a group of WHITE pupils
will be bringing suit in a federal court* petitioning
for "equal but separate eduoacblonal facilities." It
should be noted that the abolishment of segregation will
not be asked* inasmuch as "equality" can be attained
otherwise* Thurgood Marshall* et al.* to the contrary
notwithstanding.
When it comes to the Ihth Amendment to the Consti¬
tution of the United States, we would like to say with
Maobeth "Out, damned spotl"^
^Conversation with the Undertaker-Principal* Mr. Jensen*
Long Now^*f^^^^® People-Wat ohman, March 20 * 1952* "It Won’t Be
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Quite ob7lously« the editor’s sentiment did not arise out
of nor was instigated by the Atomic Energy Plant construction.
The editor Referred to the general climate of concern which pre¬
vailed in 1952» Several weeks earlier, the Negro doctor had
remarked before the Eddyville Branch of one of the South Ceirolina
private Negro College Alumni*
Education is the thing which will make us ready, not
only us, but the others, too, for integration, which is
coming to us* Everyone interested in Education ought
to be ready to lend their help to these private de¬
nominational schools* State schools are all right,
and we need them, but the moral training of our youth
is largely dependent upjn the work of the private
church-related college*
Prior to the coming of the plant, Eddyville had been a
segregated town, but it appears that there weren’t many things
in the way of services and facilities to be comfortably segre¬
gated* Dr* Thomas had his office in the downtown area on a
front street* The colored shoemaker had his business in the
downtown area on a front street* These two activities were
conducted in the interest of anyone who had need of the
services offered* Dr* Thomas had both colored and white clien¬
tele, and the shoemaker repaired anyone’s shoes who came to his
shop without preparation for segregation* The shoemaker’s
business was not threatened beyond several offers from the
white shoemaker to have him come and work as a mechanic in the
white-owned shop* Or* Thomas reported that his landlord was
acting very strangely since rents went up and would not make
needed repairs to the office, nor would the landlord consent
^Comments made by Dr* Thomas in the status Baptist Church,
March 2, ly52*
for Dr. Thomas to make the needed repairs. Dr. Thomas concluded
that the landlord wanted to get rid of him, hut he denied that
race or color had anything to do with the situation. However,
Dr. Thomas solved his problem hy building a modest structure
on a lot which he owned in the Negro community. Other members
of the community felt that Dr. Thomas had been forced to move
to make way for an enterprise run by whites. Though Dr. Thomas
moved his office to a location which was occupied predominantly
by Negro homes and businesses operated by Negroes; he continued
to serve white patients in his office.
Eddyville Negroes responded to the plant in such a manner
that they were constantly on the lookout to see how the Negro
community would fare as a result of the plant's coming. Some
of the younger Negro men frequently spoke of what they would
do to take advantage of the influx of population. They spoke
of opening full-time cafeterias and beer taverns; but there was
always the lack of financial capital to launch such an enter¬
prise. One young man, who had a "stand" in the front of his
house, thought of putting in an electric refrigerator for the
purpose of storing ice cream which he could sell. His complaint
was that he could not get enough money to put in a full line of
sundry items so that he could spend full-time engaged in his
business* As it was, he worked as a cook for the local hotel
for whites.
Bddyville Negroes seem to have developed a strong tendency
to buy and own land. This was true of all levels and strata of
the Negro group* This is not to say that all or most of all the
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Negroes owned land, but rather that there were no Negroes who
preferred not to own any land and a house* Over the years, many
Negro families had acquired considerable quantities of land*
Some of this was located in what came to be choice locations
when the Atomic Energy Commission decided to locate the atomic
energy plant in the area. Some areas of the town were almost
entirely owned by Negro families; and these families had tacitly
agreed over a number of years to maintain these areas as Negro
settlements* The construction of the plant and the attendant
increases in the population resulted in the creation of a demand
for the use of some of these lands as building sites for homes
for whites* In at least one case the white subdivider appears
to have resorted to trickery to secure ownership of the land*
Mrs* Burgundy, formerly owner of some forty acres of land in
the city limits of Eddyvllle, tells the following story:
Mr. Jensen (the principal-undertaker) declared that
Mr* Hausman wanted to build some houses for the colored,
and I sold the land to Mr. Hausman* But, when the houses
were almost finished, one of the workers came over here
and asked me had I heard that the houses were going to
be used for white. I was so worried I didn't know what
to do* It was on a Saturday, and I couldn’t get up town
to see Mr. Hausman. I was going up there first thing
Monday morning* But, Sunday, Mr. Hausman and his wife
came up into my yard and blew the horn and I went out
to talk to them*
Mr. Ha-usman started out by saying, "Martha, I told
ypti that I was building this project for colored people,
but up to now only two colored men have come to me and
applied for the houses and that won't do because they
are only willing to pay twelve or fifteen dollars a month
rent for the houses and I can't let them go for that
amount of money. And, there aren't enough of them to
pay that* I've got a lot of money tied up in this thing
and I have to get my money back out of them - it can't
bo tied up forever*®
I told Mr* Hausman, you know, Mr* Hausman, you white
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people hare always done what you wanted to do with colored
people* You bought the land, and now, even though you
told me that you were going to build houses' for colored
people, I can’t do anything about it if you rent them
to whi'te people* Mr* Hausman just got red in the face,
and around the ears and snatched out of the yard while
X was standing there without saying goodbye or anything*
When he slowed down to 'burn out Into the road, Mrs*
Hauemah leaned out of the oar and said, *you know he
regrets this as much as anyone, just bear with us**
That was the end of that, because when the workme^
finished, the houses were rented to white people*
Other Negroes in the community speculated that Mr* Jensen
had been taken in on the deal and had used his influence to
break Mrs* Burgundy’s resistance to the offers to buy her land*
Mr* Jensen himself explains that the houses were intended for
Negroes, but that when he tried to interest Negroes in the hous¬
ing, they would not listen to him* Mr* Jenson said, "they don’t
want anything, anyhow**
Mr* Jensen wanted to see Negroes improwed in their behavior
and opportunities} and he was willing to believe that a great
deal of what Negroes did not have was the result of their own
ineptness* As principal of the public school, Mr* Jensen took
the position that politics was out of his line* While he voted,
he took no steps to encourage others to register and vote* So
far as he was concerned, people should know their civic responsi
bilities and discharge them without a great deal of fanfare*
Some Eddyville Negroes viewed Mr* Jensen as dangerous and indi¬
cated that he would not go to bkt for Negroes against the whites
Mr* Jensen spoke about this and indicated that he was merely
smart enough to keep the whites out of his business and on his
side* He had great contempt for the principal of the private
denominational high school in the town*
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Some of these guys don’t understand how this thing
works. You take old Blaok up there at B%ulah school;
he has worked at every school in the county since I’ve
been here and has been run out of every one of them for
not attending to his business. He’s nothing but a poli¬
tician. You can’t be a politician and a principal of a
school, too. I vote, but I’m not always standing up
there in these people's faces talking about it. A man’s
politics is his own business. Why should he stand around
talking about voting all of the time. Anyhow, you can’t
got enough of those Negroes together for their vote to
mean anything, I can do a pretty good job of running the
school and my funeral servioei^but I’m not a politician
and I don't pretend to be one.
The Atomic Energy Plant did not tear Eddyville loose at the
seams. The social systems of the town were tough and had a
resiliency which resulted in the retention of much of what was
old in the ways of the town. Adjustments were made within the
existing framework of social relations and patterns. There are
several areas of interaction which may be viewed for purposes of
ventilating this:
1. Housing as the physical outline and primary basis of
the Negro community
2. Race relations with the Negro still in the less enviable
roles and occupying lower status positions in Negro-
white relations; but protesting subtly and extremely
aware of events in other parts of the state and the
rest of the nation
3* Awareness on the part of white business men and salesmen
of the Negro market potential
I4.. The Negro as a worker and factor in the labor picture
The Atomic Energy Plant was hailed as change producing agent.
Uany persons saw it as dn activity which would promote innovations
of cataclysmic proportions in this old rural ootton-oorn-peanut
producing region. There wore and probably will be more changes
attendant upon the introduction of the plant into the hinterland
of Eddyville; however, Eddyville, as other human communities, has
^Conversation with Mr. Jensen, the principal-undertaker
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worked out teohaiques of ll-ring which serve to absorb shook and
which are flexible* Change is constant and to trace change to
any particular set of factors or cause is risky business* It
should be noted that this paper merely lists certain characteris¬




Child Development*-- Babies and children comprise the
largest per cent of Bddyville's Negroes. Babies are the newly
born and relatively helpless individuals. In general* they are
desirable and few reject them. However, life is hard and de¬
manding of the adult Negro in Eddyville, and this eventuates
into a demanding existence which affects the lives of babies and
children. The Negro population consists largely of people who
must spend a great deal of time in the active economic process.
As these adults work at making a living, they must leave the
very young to devices other than those provided for more ad¬
vantaged babies and children. This is to say that a great deal
of the learning and protection received by babies and children,
is from other babies and children. Consequently, dependability
and independence are learned at an early age by Eddyville
Negroes.
The Eddyville baby is usually a breast fed infant, however,
there are some bottles in evidence, but at churches and on porches
and in yards, it was observed that many mothers gave babies the
breast. He is kept clean and made comfortable. He may be a
good baby or a bad baby. A good baby is measured by whether he
cries or does not cry. He is also adjudged as bad or good by
whether he does or does not eat. Babies who walk or talk early
are said to be smart ("good") babies} and the members of the
$9
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family and community watch these babies for additional signs of
precocious development.
While babies are loved and oared for in a most gentle manner,
nevertheless, babyhood Is of short duration* This is especially
true of the lower status families* These people are related to
the economy in such a manner that they do not have much time or
many resources for indulging children in helplessness for long
periods* The writer observed one family which loft four children
to themselves for the greater portion of the day for five days
per week* That is, the children were to themselves for as much
as nine hours from Monday through Friday. The oldest child was
approximately six years of age* The youngest child was an in¬
fant in a crib* He had not gained control of his back and arm
muscles sufficiently to be able to sit up at the time of the
writer*8 observation. None of the children in this situation
was large enough to reach the top of the stove* When the writer
appeared on the scene, the largest child was in the process of
attempting to feed the infant from a bottle which had been left
prepared for the infant* The writer talked to a neighbor about
the situation*
I don’t know how those children make out* I go over
there every once and awhile to change the baby. But,
those are good children* They know that their mother
has to go out and work, and they don't have a father*
They give the baby that bottle every time he cries, I
gue s 8 * ^
The neighbor was concerned but not extremely disturbed
over the situation* Indeed, she was proud that these children
^Conversation with an Sddyvilllan.
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were so dependable and understanding of a difficult problem.
In other instances, the writer observed three and four year old
children doing chores such as bringing an adult a glass of
water or picking up wood chips for the home fires. An extremely
alert four year old child might go to the field with his mother
and help her fill her cotton sack or pick beans.
In the more advantaged Negro families, there is considerably
more time devoted by adults to children. In the families of
middle and upper status, the mother tries to stay with the baby
until it is perhaps a year and a half old. If at this time,
the mother has to work or leave the child for extended periods,
she will affect an arrangement with an older person who comes
to the mot her * s house and stays with the child or children un¬
til such time as the mother returns. Sometimes, the mother
takes the child to the older person's house in the mornings and
brings the child home in the afternoon when she is finished
with her work. In these more advantaged families, there is
considerable concern for the early training of the child in
cleanliness and toilet habits. One may observe a small child
sitting on a pot or child's commode waiting for a bowel move¬
ment. If the child remaincf on the pot until his bowels move,
the mother or sitter praises him very highly. On the other
hand if the child soils his clothes, the mother or sitter
scolds the child. Middle and upper status Negro mothers en¬
gage in a considerable amount of cleaning of children's bodies
and clothes. In general, the practice is to "sponge" the baby
lightly In the morning and dress him in a set of clean clothes.
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During the morning there will be several oooasions on which the
child will have his face and hands washed by the mother* This
must be done each time the child gets food* In extreme oases,
toward noon* the child will be bathed again and dressed in another
set of clean clothes* Ordinarily, though, the second and last
bath of the day comes near night fall* Some of this appears to
have overtones of ostentation*
The writer called in one of these middle status homes and
attempted to play with the year auid a half old baby who came on
to the porch as the writer was knocking on the door* As soon as
the mother came to the door and saw the baby who had been playing
on the ground, she picked up the child and said, '*Mr* Daugherty
doesn't want to play with any nasty baby*” She asked the writer
to be seated and excused herself while she went out to clean the
child* When she returned with the child, she allowed her to
come to the writer*
The child, as distinct from the baby, is dependable and per¬
forms many useful tasks in the home* Girls may have the entire
responsibility for washing dishes by the time they are seven
years of age* Boys may have this responsibility, too, if they
do not have sisters who are just slightly older than they are*
Boys, however, are freer in their movements about the community
than are girls* This freedom results in boys having fewer duties
inside the house simply because they are not available to do
them*
The child is obedient or is expected to be so* This ex¬
pectation extends to his relationship with all adults* It appears
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that ohildren are to be seen rather than heard. While adults
may tease ohildrenj it is not ordinarily expected that ohildren
indulge in the exchange of sharp talk with adults. It is in
this oonneotion that ohildren may have reputations in the com¬
munity. Adults get to know what ohildren are “sassy" and these
are avoided.
Coming of Agei Youth.-- Bddyville Negroes think of and use
the passage of time %s an axis around which rights and duties
revolve* Persons behave to a considerable extent in terms of
what is expected of people who have achieved a certain age.
The delineations, with respect to the year or years during which
certain behaviors are expected, are vaguely referred to as
"people my age," or "the young adults," or "the old heads."
Physical appearance, dress, and reputation seem to be the cri¬
teria which are used to place people into their proper age cate¬
gories.
Age is rewarded with respect. The language of youngsters
is molded to fit the respect that is due the age of a cor¬
respondent. Courtesy titles and deferent responses are widely
used. The aged person receives a prompt "yesm," or "non" from
a younger person. The usage of oaths or blasphemy is at a
minimum by young persons in the presence of old people. This is
true even when the old person himself is noted for the salti¬
ness of his language. It was observed that older people were
more deferent to each other than they wore to young people}
while young people ware quite likely to use intimate terms or
first names in reference to each other.
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Among Bddyvillo Nagroos, *age hath privilege." Matters
such as sexual adequacy or excretory functions are freely brought
up in mixed company by those persons who are known as old people;
though it is considered impolite to bring these matters in groups
composed of men and women. This may be seen in the fact that an
older woman made the following comment in the presence of men
and women of varying ages:
His wife told me to take care of him while she’s
gone. I can do it, too. You all think because there's
snow on this mountain, that there’s no fire in this
valley; well, that’s where you’re wrong. And I don’t
mean that I'm just going to.cook and wash for him, either.
I can do whatever he needs.
During this same situation and in reply to the woman’s re¬
marks, an older man said, "she can feel, all right, the doctor
said that when he asked her to let him feel her pulse, she pulled
up her dress,"
The younger persons in the group were visibly embarrassed,
but did not themselves enter into the exchange and were never
observed doing so.
Old people are expected to be wise. Young people go to
them for advice on various typos of problems. Love and marital
problems are especially within the province of the older people
and they frequently take steps to heal up a breach between a
pair of misunderstanding lovers or spouses. They sometimes re¬
inforce some of the tradition with respect to the natural ir¬
responsibility of men in matters involving sex dalliance. One
older woman advised a young wife, whose husband had deserted her
^Prom the comments of "Mam" Burton, a native of the community.
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for a period and had returned to find that his wife was not
especially pleased to have him back, "you know you love him,
and anyhow he’s just like every man who ever put on a pair of
pants*" Of some interest is the fact that the young woman took
her husband back*
A sub-divided age group is the adult bracket* This group
is made up of people who are referred to as adults and young
adults* The adults being the older section of the group* The
chief distinction between the two seems to be that of marital
status* The adult segment is married and seems to have settled
down to stable habits* The young adults are those persons who
are not attending school and who are attending college. They
are not married, but are courting, perhaps not steady; but are
generally thought to bo of marrying age* The churches are
chiefly responsible for this designation.
The adults are really those persons who are in the inde¬
pendently productive stage of life. They have jobs and responsi¬
bilities and generally they have children* The job is of
especial significance to the adult Negro in Eddyville, but it
also appears that he wants the responsibility of children*
There were several instances of persons who had found themselves
unable to have children and had taken the children of other
people* This was an honorable thing to do* Sometimes it re¬
sulted in strained relations between the adopters and the natural
parents of the children, but it was an acceptable practice
nevertheless* Persons were heard to say, "that’s not really
their child, but they sure do love it." At other times, one
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oould hear in referenoo to adopting parenta, ^they’d better take
out papers on that ohild before her real mother tries to take
her baok."
When a young oouple had come to the point of being willing
to aooept the responsibility of a ohild, the community was
ready to view the oouple as solidly adult and worthwhile people*
This was a custom which seemed to have out across class lines
and was observable in every level* The adopted ohild was fre¬
quently a relative of one member of the married pair* Often an
adoption would take place in a subsistence level family*
Children were felt to be stabilisers on men and ego builders
for women* Older women would say to a young wife, "you ought
to have a ohild, you*d feel better* And your husband would
feel better, too* A woman has to have something to do*" There
were the stories of the man who had finally allowed his wife to
adopt a ohild and the happiness the oouple had experienced as
a result*
Teen-agers are a distinct group among Negroes in Eddyville*
While they may have the physical appearance of adults, they
are held to the teen-age status on the basis of their age in
years* The variation from this is the teen-ager who has gotten
married* Teen-agers are referred to by the older people as,
"young missy," or "young man*"
These youngsters are still in high school for the most
part* There are some, however, who have fallen out of school
to take up a job* This has to do with the observation that
Negro youth in Eddyville long for independence and seem to get
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independence by assuming gainful employment. Through acquiring
independence* these youngsters also assume responsibility. The
teen-ager* in Bddyville* is surrounded by restrictions on his
behavior and inadequacy in community facilities. The writer had
the opportunity of talking to several of these youngsters and
was left with the impression that they were inberested in leaving
the town. It is true that they had not thought through to
courses of action which they would follow in some other town*
but they felt that other communities* especially larger towns*
offered more outlet for both young people and Negroes. One
youngster* who had decided that the writer was a social worker,
wanted to go to the East for the purpose of learning social work.
He said that he did not have any money* but he felt that he
should be able to get a job. On the town* he said* "any place
is better than Eddyville." Another youth said* "1*11 just go
and see what I c an find."
It i s not asserted that; these youngsters were aimless and
Were throwing themselves on the large towns; for all of those*
who talked to the writer* were going to relatives in New York
or Washington* D. C. While there were some activities in Eddy-
ville which attracted teen-agers* these were not thought to be
the most desirable. The beer taverns were places where teen¬
agers liked to go. There they could dance and play pool. How¬
ever* girls did not often frequent these places. The movie
picture house was well attended by teen-agers* but the pictures
did not change more than once per week. The National Young
Women’s Christian Association sent in a representative to
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sponsor week night activities for teen-agers, and this was an
attraction for a time* However, this finally lost any attrac¬
tion for teen-age boys* This observation makes pertinent the
observation of a teen-age girl.
I want to leave here. 1*11 go to Georgia town where
I used to live. There is always something going on and
there are more boys there. Bddyville is a dead old town.
At night, you can’t see, andj^if you could see, there
wouldn't be anything to see.
This girl's problem was like that of many girls in Bddy-
villo. For them there seemed to be nothing. One girl thought
that she’d like to bo a boy, "at least, they have to go to the
army," she said. This is related to an observation that the
writer makes, women were more in evidence than were men in
Bddyville. This was also true in the toon-age group. There
was some tendency for families to think of sending the girl to
college when it was felt that only one of a sot of siblings
oould go* In families which could do this, there was considerable
planning involving all members of the family* If the girl wont
to college, frequently the boy went away to work. If the girl
did not go away to school, many times the boys still went away
to larger towns to work. This has something to do with the
relatively low sex ration in the Negro population of Bddyville.
Male-Female Relations*-- In Bddyville, Negro men and women
play roles which are largely complementary. Ordinarily, a man
or a woman has some claim on a member of the opposite sex. At
least, one ingredient of the full life is sex gratification.
^From conversation with a teen-age girl who assisted the
writer in conducting a house to house survey of the community.
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During this study^ there was only one instance of someone who
might have been a sex deviant in the sense that he was motivated
to seek sex outlet in a member of his own sex* This instance
was unsubstantiated in fact* The person was unusual in terms of
what was ordinarily seen in Bddyville* but there was no one*
including the informant, who actually had been approached by
this person* His reputation had been developed very largely
out of the fact that he was an unattached male who lived in a
house along} and was reputed to do all of his housework himself*
This included cooking, washing and ironing, and cleaning his
house* It was said that he did these things, "just like a
woman *•
This is really an instance showing what a man must not do
and what it was that a woman must do* Bssentially, this is the
way men and women viewed each other in Eddyville* The house and
its contents and the way these are arranged are in the province
marked off as the interest of women* Men want the house to bo
orderly and presentable, but when this is achieved it is largely
through the efforts of the woman* The man's role in this con¬
nection is to notice what has been done and to compliment the
woman on being a good housekeeper* A compliment on the woman's
cooking is especially appreciated* Women are heard to say, "I
like to cook for him, ho enjoys his food so*" It is in this
connection that much of the distinctiveness of the woman's role
comes out* The "cooking compliment complex" is one wherein sex
status is sharply evident* This is not to say that men never
cook or that when they cook, they are not complimented when
their efforts result in something that is especially palatable*
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It is to say though that ordinarily women cook and expect and
are expected to show off their skill in this art. The praise
and reward oome not only from the men but from the women as
well* A woman will cook a oake or a pie and sent it to another
woman* When this id done, many pleasantries are passed* If a
man is the recipient of the tidbit, he is likely to become
quite extravagant in his praise* He’ll say, ”I know who I’m
going to marry the next time," or "honey, you sure can stir up
some dough*" Women say, "I want your recipe for that crust,"
or "I have always tried to got my rice to stand aloose that
way} what do you do?" "Women are known as good cooks in a
general sense* When men cook, they may be known as good cooks
of fish or barbecue. Rarely, do men undertake to prepare an
entire meal*
Negro men and women in Bddyville view each other as objects
of sex* Ordinarily and on the surface, it appears that the man
is expected to be aggressor in the formation of the sex alli¬
ance* However, women may also seek out a sex partner and pur¬
sue, though subtly, at the same time, effectively* This is il¬
lustrated in the - following comments of an older woman who was
something of a match-maker in the community*
I remember when Wheeler was too shame faced to say
anything to a girl* I used to see Helen coming over
here and I’d send for Wheeler and he’d oome and say,
what do you want. Mam* I’d tell him I wanted some wood
out or something* In a minute, Helen would go out there,
and it was a good thing I didn’t really need any wood
out, for I sure wouldn’t of got any. How them two would
talk* But Wheeler wouldn’t go up to her by himself*
You know, I wish I could have heard him ask her to
marry him, because he used to oome to me and ask me if I
reckoned he had any time with her* I’d tell him I’d try
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to find out* I knowed all of the time that she had her
oap set for him* By and by* I told him he*d better ask
her because I thought she was going to leave here* She
wasn't going anywhere, but that Wheeler never would have
got married if I hadn't told him that* I oall them
youngins of their my youngins, because I sure put them
two together*
The foregoing comments were made in the presence of the
two people who had gotten married. The man protested that,
*Mam was always teasing,” and the woman had nothing to say*
Negro men in Eddyvllle are expected to take an active in¬
terest in pursuit of women as companions and sex partners* It
is suggested that men by their nature must have an on-going
sexual alliance* A middle status married woman illustrates
this in these comments!
I know you men* You're all alike; if you're really
a man and see a woman, you're going to try her one time,
at least* My husband, too* No, being married don't
stop you* That's just the nature of a man* I don't
say that every woman has to give in, but I think its
something wrong if a man don't try* Doctors, preachers,
school teachers, and all men will get between the sheets
with a woman if they can*
This does not mean that men have no restraints on their
pursuit of women as sex partners* Older men, whether married
or single, are not expected to seduce very young girls or women
who are in a menstrual period* The 'man is likely to be heavily
censured for the seduction of a young girl, even if she is of
very low status* During the writer's tour, an itenerant minis¬
ter came into the community to organise a church and conduct a
^Conversation among a group of Bddyvillians*
2
Conversation with Mrs* Baston, a native of the community*
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series of revival meetings, and during the course of this minis¬
ter's activities, he took a young girl to another town and kept
her there for several days* During the absence of the couple,
there was much speculation in the community with respect to in¬
tentions of the minister. Upon the return of the oouple, the
minister was arrested by the sheriff, but was released on bond
immediately. When the minister was released from jail, he went
to the girl's house and persuaded the girl's father to allow the
girl to go with him to the next county and get married* When
the minister's hearing came up, the father would not appear in
court, and the case was dropped. However, the minister's efforts
to organise a church profitted from the notoriety. Persons be¬
gan going to his meetings to see the man who ran off with the
young girl.
The woman's menstrual period is a time when men do not in¬
sist upon sexual congress* Some men believe that women use this
as a device to forestall relations with men whom they wish to
resist. Discussion of this is generally carried on in segre¬
gated situations. The writer never heard women discuss it be¬
yond offering the information, "I'm sick," in connection with
avoiding hair washing or engaging in some strenuous physical
activity. Men would speak of having been rebuffed in a sexual
attempt because, "she had on the rag," or men might say, "she
might not have been doing it, but I felt and she had it on."
Among Bddyville Negroes, the lives of men are lived more
frequently in close association with women than are the lives
of women in association with men. This arises out of the
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observation that men always shared a house with a woman or some
women; while it was oooasionally true that some women might live
alone out of permanent alignment with men. One gets the feeling
that Negro women in Eddyville have more obligations which press
them than do men and that these women feel this. One woman
said to the writer when queried on the matter of differences
between her duties in the home and those of her husband, "men
work from sun to sun, but a woman’s work is never done." Men
did not argue that women worked more nor that they worked less;
rather, they took it for granted that women did what they had
to do as women.
The whole pattern of men always being in a house with
women is related to the community values which necessitated
that men not bo responsible for carrying out certain home¬
making and house-keeping functions. Male newcomers to the com¬
munity were always asked the questions who'll do your washing
for you? It was felt that there had to be someone to handle
this chore, and that it should bo a woman. There was no in¬
stance of a man taking in boarders or roomers, this was left
for women to do. Even in homes where there was a husband or
male head of house, it was the wife or the woman who contracted
with prospective roomers or boarders.
Negro-White Relations.-- The white and Negro people of
Eddyville are mutually interdependent. Basically, Negroes and
whites share government, protective services, educational pro¬
visions, and other more or less community-wide provided instru¬
ments. At the same time, however, Negroes participate in the
life of Eddyville in such a manner and on such a level in
policy making and planning that their may be said to be a
special world* The Negro’s world is one wherein he is con¬
stantly reminded that he wants to get out or that he i s de¬
prived of full opportunity to develop* The Negro's world is a
contrast to the white world* While there are many situations
in which Negroes and whites are in contact, the tendency is for
Negroes to be more or less Isolated from the dominant activities
of the community* Too, when Negroes and whites are in contact,
the Negroes are likely to be on the disadvantaged end of the
relationship*
Essentially, the relations which exist between whites and
Negroes are competitive and conflicting. An interesting example
of how Negro-white relations work out in the community is seen
in the comments of a Negro who is engaged in the illegal sale
of liquor* The liquor is taxed, but this man sells it during
hours and at places other than those provided by lavr*
Take me, I've been working around down town for over
thirty years, and these white people don't pay me what
I'm worth* But, I don't lot that bother me* I just give
them as muohas they pay for* They can't Btdnd kroiind and
watch me all of the time* When they go, I sit down* Mr*
Eausman and his boy are nice men, but you've never seen
anything like a J ow for working and learning his business*
That young Eausman will stay up there in his office until
one and two o'clock in the morning anytime -- just looking
at those books he has up there in his office* They got a
gentile lawyer up there with them but he isn't anything
beside those Jews*
I've been in trouble a few times and Mr. Eausman has
always come to my rescue* They caught me with the stuff*
They had me to the good but I remember one time the judge
wanted to charge me a I^O.OO fine and Mr* Eausman came
up there and gave them a check for $3*00 and told them
they weren't going to get any more and told mo to go on
home and I went* Mr* Eausman told them that they knew
he was going to pay it and that they just wanted to get
as much as they could out of him but that he wasn't going
to pay any more than it was worth* I haven't heard any
more about it, either*
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A lot of colored people get mad with white people
when they don’t pay exactly what they’ve promised for
doing a job. But, I don’t do that. If they promise me
a dollar and then give me seventy-five eents, I take it.
You don’t catch me cutting off my nose just to spite my
face. Uow, I won’t go to work for that same man again.
I tell them that I am working for somebody else. I’ll
tell them that so many times that he’ll get the point.
Another thing, a whole lot of colored folks have for¬
gotten the value of a smile in the right place at the
right person. Just the other day, a white man passed me
in front of the light company building and I took off
my hat and gave him a big smile and said, I sure am glad
to see you. That man ran his hand in his pooket and gave
me fifty cents. That’s not much, but when you got enough
of them they count up and you have something.
The colored man has a lot to learn and a long way to
go. You take these politics. Now, these fellows are
lost up there trying to got along. I vote everytime I
get a chance. I know all about the Senate and the House
of Representatives and how they get those bills passed up
there. You got to know which fellow to scratch to get
anything done."^
The foregoing conuaents are from a man who does odd jobs
about the community auid who is in frequent contact with white
people. Some of his activities are not what Negroes consider
respectable, but. Big Will feels that he is smart and that he
is using techniques which get him what whites would deny him.
He knows things about members of both the white community and
the colored oommunity which make them no better than he is.
Other Negroes in the oommunity have contact with white people.
Mr. Jensen, the high school principal-undertaker is another in¬
stance of a Negro in the community who plays a role which he
interprets as a smart one. Just as Big Will has to view his
role as one which makes him inherently dignified, so does Mr.
Jensen. In his function as undertaker, Mr. Jensen has taken
^From conversation with Big Will, local bootlegger and
odd jobs man.
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over an activity which formerly was performed by white men. In
his role as principal, Mr. Jensen has to work under the direction
of the Board of Education which is composed of white people. As
a public figure, Mr. Jensen is caught between conflicting de¬
mands of being a Negro, serving in a subordinate capacity under
the direction of white people and respecting himself as a com¬
petent administrator of a public school. Of this, Mr. Jensen is
aware and consequently he mentions his difficulties often* Mr*
Jensen is sensitive on the point of being thought to need the
ppeoial sponsorship of white people in the community. He com¬
ments as followst
I came to Eddyville twenty-five years ago to bo
principal of this school* Times were hard suid I'd just
gotten out of school* I was young and didn't have the
sense that I have now* I told these buokra that if
they wanted a principal I'd be it, but that I wouldn't
oome if they were going to have every jack in the com¬
munity telling me what to do* I told them that I'd
have to have the power to hire and fire people who worked
with me.
A couple of times, there've been people who'd try to
get me under their control, but they haven't been able to
work it* Mr* Thor tried to scare me one time, but I
didn't pay him any attention. Ho tried to get me to fire
his wife, whom he'd divorced} but I wouldn't do it. Mr*
Thor had the reputation for getting Negroes he didn't
like run out of town* But, I wasn't soared of him and
nobody ever came fooling with me*
That wasn't the last time I had to stand up to Mr*
Thor* Along about 1935 or *36, a white lawyer, Mr* Tree
came to see me and said that he thought I ought to try
to use a woman who'd been cooking for him for about
twenty years* I told him that the woman wasn't suitable
for the type of organization I wanted to build* She
didn't have a college degree although she'd taught before
she started working for old man Tree* This woman and old
man Thor kept sniping at me and I went by to see Mr. Tree
and explained to him that I didn't have anything against
the woman personally, but that she was probably a good
oook, and hadn't worked at teaching for such a long time
that I was sure she wouldn't fit* I made an example* I
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told Mr* Tree that teaching was just like the practice of
law; I don’t want to be impudent or uppity and I'm not
trying to be smart, but I want to be "very frank with you.
Mr. Tree told me to go on and say what I wanted to. So,
I said, suppose you were to stop practicing law for twenty
years and then start back. Do you think that you could
measure up to the young men who are just getting out of
school and those men who have been practicing all of the
time? Mr. Tree said that he didn't know. Then, I told
him that he’d probably do better practicing law after
having been away from it for twenty years than this woman
would do teaching school; and anyhow, all I was thinking
of was.those little colored boys and girls who are my
responsibility. Mr. Tree didn't say anything and I took
that as my dismissal. I told him that if they insisted
on putting that woman in that I'd have to leave. Mr. Tree
still didn't say anything, and so I left his office.
As I was going back down the street, I saw old man
Thor and he asked me if I'd seen Mr. Tree. I told him yes,
and that they could have their damned old job, I'm going
home now and pack up my things and leave here. Mr. Thor
didn't say a thing.
Before I got home, I decided that I'd go by and see
Mr. Sanford, the superintendent. I told him what had hap**
pened. Mr. Sanford said, don't you go anywhere. I'll see
some people myself and you can remember this, I'm in this
thing with you, I'm in your corner. Go on back to the
school and I'll attend to this up here. I took Mr. San¬
ford at his word and a few days later a meeting of the
Board was called and I was invited to appear. Mr. Sanford
brought the issue up saying that he felt that the Board
should remember the conditions under which I had been
hired. The Board went along with Mr. Sanford and that
was the end of that."*"
Mr. Jensen had other things to say about people trying to
undermine his authority in the school. B[owever, more apropos
of Mr. Jensen's sensitivity to the notion in the community that
ho is sponsored by certain white persons are the following
comment si
These folks around here are always saying that I'm
fronting for some white man in the funeral home. These
other Funeral Directors start the tale to turn business
from me to themselves. The man at Scandinavia came over
here and asked the Superintendent, Mr. Sanford, if I
1C omment s from an interview with Mr. Jensen, January 8,
1953.
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owned the business* Mr* Sanford told him that as far as
he knew, I didn't owe anyone in Bddyville, and that he
had no interest in the funeral business* Then, the pastor
of the status Baptist Churoh oame and asked me if I owned
the business* He didn't believe me and I showed him
these papers on the Buiok, the Ford, the hearse, and the
license for the business all made out in my name* That
preacher said, "Well, you know you can register things in
your name that don't belong to you*" They're crazy, I
have this business for my boy* When Junior gets out of
school I'm going to turn the business over to him and he
doesn't have to keep it here in Bddyville*^
There are other instances of contact between Negroes and
whites in Bddyville* Manning's Grill is operated by Mr. Manning,
a native Negro of Bddyville* Mr* Manning owns a farm which is
located within easy distance of the downtown area of the town*
Mr. Manning's pertinence to a description of Negro-white rela¬
tions arises at the point of his attempts to maintain inde¬
pendence of white sponsorship in his businesses* He sees the
town as harboring competitive activities which are not healthy
for anyone involved. Mr* Manning's comments relative to the
purchase of a combination wheat cutter and thrasher are sig¬
nificant *
If you could get the colored people to cooperate in
Bddyville, we'd really have something* I don't know what
is the matter with these people in Bddyville. They are
the most backward people in the world* The white people
don't want to see. a Negro with anything and the colored
people don't want to help a Negro got anything*
I could get that machine and make a little money,
but, no, if I got it they wouldn’t keep their word* The
first cracker who came along offering to do it for fifty
cents less would get all of the work* My machine would
stand up there and rust* When the rush is on, colored
people can't get anything done until the market is over¬
loaded, because the white people serve them last. It has
^Ibid*
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been so bad that several colored farmers have stopped
raising wheat j so much of it went bad in the field. I
had one of the first trucks in the community and the
white people were the only ones to give me any business.
The colored people were soared or something, they wouldn't
use my truck. They'd get seme cracker's horse and wagon
and drive it themselves.
You take money - I have a little cash on hand most
of the time. I could lend some of it out, but a nigger
won't pay another nigger. There are a couple of crackers
around who lend five dollars for ten dollars back for a
week. These colored people stand around them all of the
time borrowing that money. I'm as good a race man as
anybody you ever saw but I've found that it just doesn't
pay. I'm through with them. I'm not going to worry my
life out trying to help the race when the race won't even
give me a break. I've got a tank out at the farm as well
as the one I have here at the place. These folks come in
here and buy gas on credit and never remember to come
and pay me for it unless I stalk them like some kind of
big game hunter. When they have cash, you see them up
town buying four and five dollars woiih of gas and oil.
I thought about putting a grease rack up down here. I'd
have trained some young colored boy to grease oars, but
I've .changed my mind because I know I wouldn't get enough
trade to keep the thing running.
Mr. Manning is said to be wealthy. He does not come to
the grill every day but has a young woman to operate it for him.
This woman is competent in handling the various type situations
which develop in a facility like the grill. She handles the
fights, the credit, the cooking, the gasoline pump, and il¬
legally sold liquor. Her comments on the involvements of Mr.
Manning and other Negroes with white people are instructive
with respect to ways in which Negroes in Bddyville obtain
autonomy.
Manning's Grill was the first half-way decent place
to open up for Negroes in Bddyville. Of course. Honest
John's place has been down town behind the stores as long
as I can remember. But it only opens up on Saturdays.
Manning put me in here to manage this place from the very
^Interview with Mr. Manning May 25» 1953 •
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beginning, about I9I4.O • I '"'as just out of high school and
didn't plan to have any more to do with the buokra than I
could help* After we got started, Whitey opened up that
place over across the street and threatened to put us out
of business but you can see we are open more than he is
and always have been*
The law gave Whitey a chance to sell booze the way we
are doing but he can't sell seal whiskey the way we can*
We don't have to pay the law anything for selling it, but
we have to buy it from the regular stores up town at the
regular price and try to make something on it* We can
sell as much as we want, but we can't sell any of that
•hit your mammy" type of whiskey* I go to town every
Saturday and buy a case of half pints and a case of pints
and usually sell it all before Sunday night* The reason
that I know that Whitey could be selling it too is because
one Saturday night the police came in and searched our
place but they didn't find anything and went on back*
That Monday I was in town and the cop saw me and told me
to park the car* Then he came over to the oar and said I
guess you wonder why I ran in on you like that Saturday
Night, don't you. I told him, I sure would like to know*
He said your friend across the way told us you were selling
"stump juice,* and we aren't going to tolerate any of that
in town* He told me that he had told Whitey that could
sell seal whiskey just like us if he wanted to*
Some buokra in town have wanted to get Manning under
their control for years* They've tried a lot of tricks
to get him under control or helplessly in debt* One night
last summer he went home about midnight and found a bale
of ootton under his shed* He knew that he hadn't put any
cotton there or had any sent out that day, so, he asked
his wife about it as soon as he got into the house* His
wife said that she didn't know anything about it, so, he
got back into the oar and went back to town to find the
sheriff* When he couldn't find the sheriff, he went to
find the state highway patrolman* The patrolman wasn't
in either, but his wife was, so. Manning told her what had
happened* Manning was raised out there near where the
patrolman's wife was raised, and she told him that she
would tell her husband the the sheriff that she didn't
believe that Manning would steal any ootton* But, before
he left the patrolman's house, the patrolman and the
sheriff oame up, and he told the story to them* The
sheriff got a truck and went out to Manning's farm and
got the ootton and brought it to town* Later, they found
that a colored man had put the ootton in Manning's shed*
The colored man said that he had been paid by a white man
to put it there, but he didn't know who the white man was*
They cost Manning about t350»00 one time, though* Some¬
body put a ootton sheet in a tree on Manning's farm and
the man who owned it oame by and claimed to find it and
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called the police. Manning had to get old Hausman to be
his lawyer# Bat Hausman wouldn’t go to court, he got
another white lawyer from Scandinavia to handle the case.
He just told the other lawyer what to do»^
There are aspects of Negro-white relations beyond those
described. So far, description has only touched upon the ef¬
forts of Negroes to secure and maintain their autonomy and self
respect with reference to their dealings with white people.
There are instances of white people using those Negroes who are
respected and have influence among Negroes to get various things
done in the community. This kind of contact arises in at least
two ways. The first of these is in the instance of community-
wide financial drives for which Negroes are given a quota. The
second of these involves situations in which Negroes have some¬
thing white leaders want either for the whole community or for
special parties. Dr. Thomas, the Negro physician speaks as
follows on the matter of community drives*
My family and I have been in this community for more
than ninety years. My father was very active in com¬
munity affairs. He was a member of the Republican Party
and attended all of the conventions, state and national.
Some of these things that go around Eddyville just sort
of naturally fall on my shoulders. I never was one to get
involved in disputes so there aren’t any sides for me.
Usually, when the Red Cross or something like that wants
to raise some money, these white ladies come down here and
ask me to head up the drive among the Negroes. I do that
and generally we do right well.
A case showing white leaders coming to Negro leaders to get
something from some colored member of the community is seen in
the following*
^Interview with Katie, manager of Manning’s Grill.
^Interview with Dr. Thomas during 1952.
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Tha mayor got with Dr* Thomas, Mr. Jensen, and Dr*
Rupert, the colored dentist and explained to them the
need for a road down near the colored cemetery* Mrs.
Mason will not give her consent and the mayor says that
he doesn't want to have to use condemnation action to
got the road put through* Mrs* Mason says that they just
want to put the road down there now because some white
people have moved in very near; and she doesn’t want to
pay out money just because white folks want her to* Dr*
Thomas and Mr* Jensen have been to see her and told her
that it would mean that we could got in there and have
our burials better, and that the city will treat her
right* I think some of the white people will pay her
part if she will give her consent*
Mrs* Mason had already been to the city Council and told
them that if they put the road through they'd do it without her
consent just like they always do colored people* The writer's
landlady says of Mrs* Mason, "Margaret always would tell white
people a head of mess*"
The writer's colleagues in Bddyville noted at a meeting
of the white PTA that wanted to plan the 1952-53 school in terms
of what was called demands being made by Megroes* This was not
viewed by these leaders as acquiescence, but as an effort to
head off legal force on the part of Negroes*
Most Negroes in Bddyville are actively and normally en¬
gaged in some activity which brings them in daily contact with
white persons* The Negroes who work as laborers, domestic
servants, and in some instances as owners and operators of
businesses see and interact with white persons almost every day*
The Negro housewife who does not have gainful employment out¬
side her home has less contact with white persons than any
other Negro group with the exception of those children who are
1
Interview with the writer's landlady during 1953*
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school age and in school* This regularity and frequency of
contact is carried on with certain notions among Negroes about
how to get along and survive in this community* Among the
laborers and lower economic groups, the devices amount to know¬
ing how to stay out of the way of most white people and especi¬
ally those who are drunk and who have reputations for getting
Negroes involved in troublesome situations* "If you want to
stay out of trouble with white folks, mind your own business*"
"Don't play with white people or you might have to kill one*"
Occasionally, a Negro finds himself caught without being able
to resort to his devices of getting out of the way or not play¬
ing* Then, he is likely to just go along to see what happens*
A case may be used to Illustrate thist
I don't have any more to do with white people than I
have to, but sometimes I just can't get around taking a
drink with some of them or getting too close to some of
their women* And a white woman has less sense than any¬
body I know* I went over to the used oar lot with this
cracker and his woman to see about their car* They wanted
me to tell them whether it was a good buy or not* I
didn't want to go so I told him that he should take the
oar If he could And'drive it to Capitol City and back
and bring it by here and I'd check it t o see if it was
using oil or anything like that* I figured if he drove
it hard, a 120 miles would show up ring trouble* But he
wouldn't do that, he practically begged me to go up there
with him to' get the car and drive it to Capitol City*
So, I did*
Well, before I got started good, he wanted me to stop
off at the dry goods store up town and buy that woman a
slip* I told him that I was a mechanic and didn't know
anything about women's clothes* So, he told me to look
at the woman and go on and get the slip* I went in there
and told the clerk that I wanted a slip to fit a woman
about the siae of a woman who was in the store* When I
got back to the car, the woman was sitting in the middle
next to me* I just gave the man the package* I had some
change and was going to give it to him, but I changed my
mind and kept it* When we came to a little cluster of
trees up there on the left, the man told me to pull off
the road into the trees* When I got up In there and
stopped, he pulled out a bottle of whiskey and gave it to
me first and said, let's all have a drink* I told him I
couldn't take a drink because I was drivingj but he in¬
sisted and I took a little bit* We sat there and that
woman started rubbing my leg* At first, I was soared,
and started to get out of the oar and leave them right
there, then I decided what the hell and just sat there
and pretended that that woman wasn't moving me* Finally,
the man gave the woman the slip and she started pulling
her dress over her head and I saw that she didn't have
anything on under the dross* I started to got out of the
oar again and the man tried to stop me and I said I got
to take a leak, and he let me go* When I came back, the
woman wanted me to adjust the straps on the slip* When
we finally got started to Capitol City, he had passed out
and that woman had practically made me cream right in my
pants* I would have gone with her, but she never would
say anything, she just rubbed mo on the leg, pecker and
all* I could have gotten tricked, I know, but nothing
happ ened*
Another time, I was putting some brake fluid in a
white woman's oar and she had a little girl with her and
they wouldn't got out* While I had my head down taking
the oap out of the filler hole, the little girl started
fumbling with my hair and asked her mother why I was so
dark* The woman didn't say anything then, but I bet when
she got that little girl homo she told her some awful
tale about colored people to make her hate us* You know
the only white man I'd trust would be one who had no arms
or legs: ' might do something to help one like that*^
Many Negroes have noticed what appears to be a trend among
white people in business; that is, the tendency of some white
salesmen to extend the courtesy title to Negroes, especially
Negro women* There are some expressions by Eddyvllle Negroes
on this subject* Upper status Negro men and women are par¬
ticularly sensitive on this point*
I keep the latch on the screen all of the time* Some
of these old white salesmen are always walking in without
invitation, I don't spend any time with them* I just
tell them no thanks and that's that* These days, though,
they'll Mrs* you to death, until they get to sell you
^Conversation with the son
December, 1952*
of the owner of Red's Garage,
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something and then they forget that you ever had a title#^
I try to send my wife and the girls to Capitol City
or Georgia Town to shop. They oan get better service in
those places and I don't have to be always thinking about
having to kill some of these buokra around here. A lot
of times I oan't get away to go with themgbut usually I
oan get one of the boys to drive the oar.
^Conversation with writer's landlady.
^Prom an interview with Mr. Jensen.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It is convenient to recall that the overall purposes of
this study werei (l) to describe the historical background and
the contemporary social life of Bddyville; (2) to indicate the
essential features of the people and their institutions who
are in social transition in the wake of industrialisation; and
(5) "bo analyze reactions of the population to social change*
It was assumed that the long established community pat-
terms of Eddyville would be subjected to strain by the intro¬
duction of technological changes* and that such changes would
necessarily make for modification in the social system* In ad¬
dition, the ways of life that had been practiced over a long
period of time would not be applicable to the new situations*
At the same time, it was hypothecated that the social system
of Eddyville would exhibit some adaptability sufficient to
produce new elements in the community for meeting new situations.
It appears appropriate to summarize this study under three
oaptionst (l) Eddyville, its people, institutions, and social
change (2) changes in the Negro sub-community in respect to*
(a) child development (b) coming of ago* youth (c) male-female
relations and (d) Negro-white relations and (5) similarities and
differences of processes in social systems as compared to the
content of the related studies*
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In regard to Eddyville, its people and social change*
this study places into bold relief the following propositions:
Bddyville has been undergoing continuous change in
respect to its people* its institutions and its patterns
of relationships.
Beginning as a slave-holding community with an in¬
digenous white population transported from Virginia* the
town has been in continuous transition from a small
agricultural settlement* to a trade center* serving an
agricultural area on into a market center* and finally
to that of an industrial center.
After the Civil War and the period of Reconstruction
the introduction of freedmen in the town and also in the
formal social and political life of the community was the
beginning of the changes in race relations. Although the
Indigenous white population objected to the changed status
of Negroes and sometimes resorted to physical violence to
maintain the Negro in an inferior position* nevertheless
social changes in respect to social advancements of Negroes
have been in continuous process.
However* the depression of the thirties interrupted
Eddyville's development as a market town economy. During
this period* the younger and better educated Negroes began
to emigrate from the communityj and there has been no
substantial immigration to replace them until the coming
of industry.
The invasion of the atomic energy plant reversed a
long-time population trend in Bddyville. Affer the plant
activities began* Bddyville's population grew from a
little over two thousand to more than ten thousand*
The plant and other developments in the State and
the Nation served to attract the attention of Negroes
to the probabilities of change in their traditional status
in the community.
In regard to the Negro sub-community* the study showed
that Negro life is part and parcel of the overall society. The
structure of relationships in the Negro sub-community are but
facets of the overall structure of relationship throughout the
town* Yet* it should be noted* that there are some particu¬
larities in the Negro sub-community that can be placed in bold
relief as indicated in this study.
In the first place* Negroes feel that there are cei^ain
cultural imperatives that they must learn and follow if they
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are to survive and move forward as community relationships
change* This study pointed out changes in the following* (l)
the care and the protection of children; (2) changes in atti¬
tudes of young people toward themselves, toward whites, toward
their parents, toward the community, and in general toward the
world; (3) changes in role definitions and behavior patterns
of Negroes in general toward their white community ooharts;
changes in relationships between males and females especially
husbands and wives and brothers and sisters; and finally,
changes in the institutional life of Negroes in the sub-com¬
munity — family relations and home living, the school and
education, the church and religious living, local, state, and
national government and political participation, economic life
and buying and selling attitudes and social welfare including
recreation, health and sickness and social security.
In assessing social change in Bddyville in relation to
processes of change in other communities that have been studied
such as "Middletown," "Yankee City," "Georgia Town," "All-Negro
Society in Oklahoma," "Jonesville," and "^Kent," reviewed in
Chapter one, there appear to be more similarities than dif¬
ferences between communities*
All the studies show change in the community and
dynamic processes in the historical. Institutional,
economic, familial and other institutional areas of
community living* Bach shows that sudden and abrupt in¬
vasion of new elements into a small town demands in¬
stitutional and personal adjustments on the part of all
the people* Old definitions and cultural prescriptions
are found to be inadequate and new approaches or tech¬
niques have to be established*
New institutions such as industry also bring strange
people with new ways of doing things, and the indigenous
population is forced to modify its cultural life and value
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systemj this involves shifts in the pattern of livings
new methods of social differentiation and stratification
emerges this means that the traditional system super-
ordination-subordination begins to crumble and people in
the subordinate group begin to get new perceptions and
images of themselves; they become dissatisfied with the
old definitions and begin to look for new horizons of
living* Thus, as in all the studies reviewed, the people
of Eddyville make differentiations between and among
themselves and maintain a system of stratification; but
it should be remembered that the so-called class system
is always under the aegis of social change*
It can be postulated that change is orderly, inevitable
and affects the total pattern of community life* In order to
understand social change, periodical studies of the same com¬
munities must be conducted. However, in order to predict change
and the course it will take, more devices with greater accuracy





!• Name Schedule No* Sex Age
2. Marital Status Single ^Married ^Divorced ^Separated
Spouse Deoeas eT" — “ “
5* Occupation (Head of Household) (1 2 5 U 5 6 7)
il.# Who does head of house work for?
5* Source of I no ome (1 254567)
6* Education (Highest Grads of School C ompleted
(1254567)
7* House Type (No* of Rooms )(l 2 5 4 5 6 7)C ondition
(1254567)
8* Area Lived in (Name of Neighborhood) (l 2 34567)
9* How long have you lived in Eddyville? Where did you
live before?
10* Where was your father born? Mother?
11* Where were you born? Who is your best friend?




15* What organisations do you belong to? (Church* Clubs, Fra¬
ternal Orders* Lodges* Etc**)
Name of Organisaiiion How often do^you attend?
Daily Weekly Bi-Monthly Monthly
l4« How much do you make a week on your job?
101 - A
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*Dblt»d States CdMTla of Popqlatloo: 1950« General Characteristics,
South (^olixta, Irahle 1;0«
(QUESTIONNAIRE
Interviewer's Name Sohedule No
Date questionnaire to "be oollooted
The purpose of this questionnaire is to increase the
amount of accurate, scientific knowledge in the field of
family relationships. With so many changes going on in com¬
munities, it is important for us to know as much as we can
about normal families and how they meet the strains of every¬
day living.
We would appreciate your cooperation in answering the
following questions and we can assure you that your answers
will remain confidential. Please ^ not put your name on
these pages.
In this questionnaire we will use the word “family" a
lot. Unless otherwise indiostbed, we would like you to think




1* What is the age of Wife Husband
2« Birthplace of wife’s mother
Birthplace of wife's father
Birthplace of wife^
How long has wife lived in Bddyville
3« Birthplace of husband's mother
Birthplace of husband's father
Birthplace of husband
How long has husband lived in Bddyville
How often do family members go to church? Put a









5* What church does wife go to?
What church does husband go to^
What ohuroh do children usually go to?6.a. What ohuroh was wife brought up in?
b. What ohuroh was husband brought up in?
7. What is highest grade of school wife attended?
8. What is highest grade of school husband attended?
9» How long have you bean married?
10. Give age and sex of each child. List the oldest one as 1.








11. What is husband’s present job?
12« List below any other members of the family who work and
their jobs* (For example, "Wife--8eoretary)•
13* Please put a check (x) on the line below that indicates
the family's chief source of income*
a* Savings and investments inherited






li4.* . What was the family's approximate monthly income in 1950^











’j • Over 500
15* What is the family's approximate monthly income now?
(Please put a check (x) by the correct income category)*
a* to - 50 f* 251 - 300
b* 51 - 100 301 - 350
0 * 101- 150 h* 551 - 4oo
d* 151- 200 i* I4.OI - 500
e* 201- 250 d • Over 500
16* What is the state of your income with regard to your
family's needs now? (Please put a oheok (x) by the
appropriate answer)*
a* We don't have enough money for food, clothes and
housing*
b* We can buy the basic necessities, but that's all*
o* We can buy the basic necessities, and a few extras*
‘d* We can buy everything we need and afford a few
luxuries*
e* Except for an unforeseen emergency, we have all
the money we need, can buy extras and luxuries*
17« Wife's aotivities*
Whioh of the following activities has she engaged in
during the last year, and how often. Check in
this column
Rarely or Twice if ever an
Never Monthly Month Weekly Daily officer in
this group










doncerts and lectures ~
Eastern Star
G-arden Clubs
Others - Please list
18. Husband’s activities.
Which of the following activities has he engaged in




Rarely or Twice officer in












Here is a list of jobs* Who does them for your family?
(If more than one person does the .iob, out a check under




doesn't Yard- Child Child Child












Gets up with baby
at night
Picks up children
when they are hurt
Teaches children what's
wrong and right
EisseSy pets and makes
over children
Disciplines children
Reads or plays with
children
Plans fun for all family
Sees that children do
homework
Gets ohil'd'ren ready for
school in morning
Takes children to Sunday
School
Takes children to doctor
or dentist
Answers child's q^^^'^^ons
on religion or facts of life
Budgets the family money
20 • Of all the jobs listed above.
Which one do you like to do the most?
Which one do you hate to do the most7~~
21. Which one of the jobs above is most likely to start a
family argument?
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22 • How are deoisloas made which involve all the family?
a. Family council - parents and children talk it over*
Both father and mother take equal share in making
decisions*
o * Father makes decisions*
d* Mother or a child make decisions.
e* No one makes any decisions*
23• How does it work out in your family?
a* Father never helps in house or cares for babies*
b* Father helps but doesn't want to and appears ashamed.
c* Father helps with housework and dishes*
2h.» How does it work out in your family?
a. Father adapts or would adapt to mother's working
without being upset*
b* Father allows mother to bork but is ashamed.
o* Father insists woman's place is in the home, would
starve before letting wife work.
25* How does it work out in your family?
a* Mother enjoys or would enjoy working outside the
home as much as staying home*
b* Mother will work but feels it's wrong*
*0 * Mother insists father should earn the money. She
doesn't want any man messing up her kitchen*
26* All families have some problems such as husband and wife
disagreements, money troubles, bad housing, loss of hus¬
band's job, loss of a child, sickness* How would you
describe the number of troubles you family has had com¬
pared with most families you know? Put a check (x) by







e* W e have
I know*
had more troubles than any other family I
had more than our share of troubles*
had about as many troubles as the average
had fewer troubles than most families,
had fewer troubles than any other family
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27* State approximate extent of agreement or disagreement on
following items: (Please place a check opposite every
item) •
8'lieQk one column Always Almost Oooa- Frequently Almost Always
for each item below agree always sionally disagree always













Ways of dealing with
relatives
Amount of time husband
spends away from family
Amount of time wife
spends away from family
Politics
28* Read quickly through the statements below and put checks by
the five statements that you most agree with* Be sure to
check neither more nor less than ^ statements*
A* Check five things a good child does:
1* Obeys and respects adults
2* Loves and confides in his parents
3 * Shares and cooperates with others
^U* Is eager to learn
3* Respects property, takes care of his things
^6* Keeps clean and neat
7» Enjoys growing up
^8* Works hard at home and school
9* Is honest, courteous
lO * Is happy, contented
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2^• Read quickly through the statements below and put checks
by the five statements that you most agree with. Be
sure to check neither more nor less than 5 statements.
B. Check five things a good mother does:
1. Helps her children develop socially
2. Makes her children good, builds character
5. Disciplines her children
I).. Takes care of her children physically
5. Provides for her children's mental growth
6. Shows love and affection to her children
~
7« Trains her children to regular habits (eating,
sleeping, etc.)
8. Guides her children with understanding
9. Sees to her children’s emotional well-beinglO.Is a good cook, keeps house in order
30. Read quickly through the statements below and put checks
by the five statements that you most agree with. Be sure
to check neither more nor less than 3 statements.
C. Check five things a good father does:
1. Seeks to understand his children
2. Supports his family by earning a good income
5. Answers his children’s questions frankly
I4.. Joins in his children’s recreational activities
3. Develops habits of obedience in his children
“"6. Encourages his children to grow up in their own
■"
ways
7* Decides what is best for his children
~8. Disciplines his children
9. Works with his wife and children on household
tasks
10. Gives presents to, and does things for. his
children
31» When you go visiting friends in the evening or on weekends,
do you got (Please put a check (x) by the proper sentence
below).
a. Mostly as a family?
b. Mostly as a couple?
o. ^Mostly separately?





33» yovL visit back and forth with any of the new people in
Bddyville?
a. Never
b* Have visited onoe
o* ^Occasionally
d • ^0 ft en
3k-» Where do most of the new people come from? (Put a check
(x) below).
North ^South East Midwest Par West
35« What states have you frequently heard that the new people
are from?
36. About how many new white people have come to Bddyville
would you guess?
37* About how many new colored people have come to Bddyville
would you guess?
38. If someone asked you to describe the new people in Eddy-
ville what would you say?
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